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The effects of magnetic dilution and applied pressure on frustrated spinels
GeNi2O4, GeCo2O4, and NiAl2O4 are reported. Dilution was achieved by
substitution of Mg2+ in place of magnetically active Co2+ and Ni2+ ions.
Large values of the percolation thresholds were found in GeNi2−xMgxO4.
Specifically, pc1 = 0.74±0.04 and pc2 = 0.65±0.05 in the sub-networks asso-
ciated with the triangular and kagome´ planes, respectively. This anomalous
behaviour may be explained by the kagome´ and triangular planes behaving
as coupled networks, also know as a network of networks. In simulations of
coupled lattices that form a network of networks, similar anomalous percola-
tion threshold values have been found. In addition, at dilution levels above
x = 0.30, there is a T 2 dependency in the magnetic heat capacity which
may indicate two dimensional spin glass behaviour. Applied pressures in the
range of 0 GPa to 1.2 GPa yield a slight decrease in ordering temperature
for both the kagome´ and triangular planes.
In GeCo2−xMgxO4, the long range magnetic order is more robust with
a percolation threshold of pc = 0.448. Similar to diluted nickel germanate,
at low temperatures, a T 2 magnetic heat capacity contribution is present
which indicates a shift from a 3D ordered state to a 2D spin glass state in
Abstract iii
the presence of increased dilution. Dynamic magnetic susceptibility data
indicate a change from canonical spin glass to a cluster glass behaviour. In
addition, there is a non-linear increase in ordering temperature with applied
pressure in the range P = 0 to 1.0 GPa.
A spin glass ground state was observed in Ni1−xMgxAl2O4 for (x = 0
to 0.375). Analysis of dynamic magnetic susceptibility data yield a char-
acteristic time of τ∗ = 1.0 × 10
−13 s, which is indicative of canonical spin
glass behaviour. This is further corroborated by the linear behaviour of the
magnetic specific heat contribution. However, the increasing frequency de-
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Disordered materials are part of our everyday life. For example, the glass
cup we drink out of, many plastics, and the eggs we eat for breakfast are ex-
amples of structurally disordered materials. In these systems, there is little
to no correlation in the spatial distribution of their basic building blocks. As
a consequence, there is a lack of translational symmetry and periodicity. The
most successful theories of solids utilize periodicity and symmetry as start-
ing points are, just to mention a few, reciprocal lattice, Bloch’s theorem, and
diffraction. Progress in understanding disordered, glassy and ill-condensed
systems has been slow. For example, researchers still strive to adequately
explain why structural glasses are rigid. The standard arguments for gen-
eralized rigidity [1] seem to fail for these materials. [2] This knowledge gap,
among others, is one of the features that make research in glassy and dis-
ordered systems interesting. Furthermore, a strong argument can be made
that glasses fall under the umbrella of complex systems. This constitutes an
emerging field where physicists, mathematicians, ecologists, social scientists,
and financial engineers could work together to solve fascinating problems.
To simplify matters, researchers could study disordered systems by shift-
ing the disorder from the structure to other system parameters such as mag-
netic moments and electric dipoles. In this way, many of the familiar tools
that physicists and material scientists use to describe ordered solids, are avail-
able. From an experimental perspective, this means working with materials
that form crystals with a network of stable, well defined, repeating units.
This is contrasted to systems, such as window glass, where disorder is struc-
turally ”built in”. With the decoupling of structure and disorder, one is free
to not only select the type of disorder on the network (lattice), but also vary
the amount of it present in the material. For example, a three dimensional
network of magnetic ions can be perturbed by dilution: the act of replacing
a magnetically active ion with a non-magnetic one, while retaining the over-
all crystal structure. By varying the dilution level, one can monitor certain
characteristics of the magnetic network such as the stability of the long range
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order state (transition temperature) and the nature of the magnetic ground
state (anti-ferromagnetic, spin glass, etc).
This work seeks to understand the effects of magnetic dilution and ap-
plied pressure on GeM2O4 (M = Ni, Co) and NiAl2O4
1. The magnetic ground
state of GeM2O4 (M = Ni, Co) is characterized by two alternately stacked,
crystallographically distinct, ordered planes with triangular motifs. [3, 4, 5]
To produce this ordered state, a long range exchange network with inter-
actions up to the fourth nearest neighbours J4 has been suggested. [6, 5]
Although these compounds have the same low temperature magnetic state,
the way in which magnetic order manifests itself, is very different for each
material. In GeCo2O4, the stacked planes order simultaneously. Conversely,
in GeNi2O4, each planar type has its own distinct purely magnetic transition
temperature. [7] Given these similarities and differences, the main focus is to
understand, compare, and contrast how the ordered magnetic ground states
of GeNi2O4 and GeCo2O4 evolve with the perturbative effects of magnetic di-
lution and applied pressure. This is of interest due to the intricate exchange
network required to produce this unique low temperature state. Attention
is paid to the robustness of the magnetic long range order and the nature
of the magnetically diluted state. Regarding NiAl2O4, the magnetic ground
state is currently unknown. Motivation for this compound stems from the
placement of Ni2+ ions, that reside in a complimentary sub-lattice, which
will be further discussed in Section 1.1.
Magnetic dilution is a useful tool to better understand a system’s low tem-
perature state and the importance of exchange interactions. It is widely used
to probe materials that exhibit magnetic frustration to determine the effects
of quenched disorder, in the presence of frustrated magnetic interactions [8],
which can often lead to spin-glass behaviour. [9, 10] Even in non-frustrated
materials, dilution beyond a critical level causes a phase transition, which is
often described using percolation theory (see section 2.0.7). [11] If the non-
magnetic ion has the same oxidation state and approximately the same ionic
radius, dilution should not have a major effect on the crystal lattice size due
to chemical pressure, which can arise from spatial differences between native
and doped ion. [12] This is important if one wishes to isolate effects from
changes that are driven by shifts in lattice parameter. A more direct way to
probe lattice size effects, with respect to lattice shrinkage, is to use applied
pressure. This has been shown to induce substantial changes in the physi-
1Only dilution was completed on NiAl2O4
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cal properties. For example, applied pressure relieves frustration in the spin
liquid Ho2Tb2O7, causing it to order antiferromagnetically approximately at
P = 2 GPa. [13]
The magnetic behaviour of the materials studied in this thesis is driven
by the spinel-type crystal structure, which gives rise to the planar nature of
the magnetic ground state of the germanate compounds. [14] In the following
sections, magnetic frustration, and the structure of these compounds will be
explained, followed by a deeper introduction to the compounds studied in
this thesis, to further motivate the research.
1.0.1 Frustration
The term frustration, in the microscopic sense, characterizes a system with
competing interactions that cannot be simultaneously satisfied. [15] Much
interest has been generated in frustrated materials as they have been shown
to have a variety of unique ground states such as spin glasses [16, 10, 17]
and spin ices. [18] Early theoretical work by Wannier [19] on an antifer-
romagnetic triangular Ising net revealed that the system has no ordering
temperature. Later in the 1970s, physical manifestations of frustration were
found in the dilute alloys Cu1−xMnx and Au1−xFex which form spin glasses, a
metastable ground state without long range magnetic order distinguished by
a well defined freezing temperature Tf . [16] Spin glass materials require [9]
both frustration and randomness.2 In these alloys, frustration and random-
ness are coupled as they are brought on by the stochastic placement of the
magnetic impurities (Mn,Fe). The magnetic interaction between the chaotic
placement of impurity sites is of RKKY type, whose sign and strength oscil-
lates with ion separation distance (see equation 2.5). [9] Interest in the sole
effect of frustration requires the decoupling of frustration and disorder. This
is accomplished by selecting nets or lattices that exhibit frustration strictly
due to their symmetry, simply known as geometric frustration. [21]
Geometric frustration is often3 found on triangular-type lattices with
AFM exchange. Figure 1.1 illustrates this concept simply as the right ”spin”
can not satisfy the AFM interaction for both neighbours. Two of the spins
are energetically satisfied with the final spin direction ill-determined due
2Some authors use the term ”disorder” [20] instead of ”randomness”. [10] I prefer
”randomness” and reserve ”disorder” for the collective behaviour of a phase.
3Frustration can be found in many lattices such as square and one dimensional linear
chains if next nearest neighbour interactions are included.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of geometrically frustrated AFM Ising triangle with
right-most spin direction ambiguous.
to both configurations having the same configuration energy. Specifically,
regardless of direction the system has one neighbour unsatisfied. This am-
biguity of the minimum energy configuration increases the ground state de-
generacy which, in the thermodynamic limit for large systems, becomes an
extensive quantity [22] and scales with system size. Examples of geomet-
rically frustrated lattices in two dimensions are edge sharing and corner
sharing (kagome´) lattices. Three dimensional extensions of these are the
pyrochlore type and spinel type structures, which highlight their frustration
when viewed along particular axes. [15] Magnetic frustration can also oc-
cur in polygonal single molecular magnetics.[23] Experimentally, frustrated
materials exhibit strikingly different magnetic behaviour compared to non-
frustrated antiferromagnets. For example, regular AFM materials obey the
Curie-Weiss law (equation 2.6) above their transition temperature, with a
negative Weiss constant θcw whose absolute value yields the Ne´el ordering
temperature. Frustrated systems also obey the same model except that the
actual ordering temperature is lower than the predicted θcw value. [17] Put
simply, geometric frustration quenches Ne´el ordering. In fact, to character-
ize the strength of frustration often one uses the frustration parameter [9]
f = |θcw|/Tn which is a measure of the level of Ne´el Suppression (f > 10
is considered a highly frustrated material). Since the dominant magnetic
contributions to the Hamiltonian, the nearest neighbour spin interactions,
are at odds with each other in frustrated materials, the ground state is of-
ten selected by small corrections such as next nearest neighbour interactions,
dipole interactions, and structural distortion. [14]
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1.1 Spinel Structure
Motivation for selecting materials with spinel structure (AB2X4) stems from
its stability, ability to accept many d-series ions, allowing many different ox-
idation states, and its manifestation of strong geometrical frustration. [15,
Ch. 6] These characteristics of materials within the spinel family of struc-
tures give rise to a rich and diverse catalogue of low temperature magnetic
states. [15, Ch.7]
Chemically, the spinel structure is rather accommodating, with many
different combinations of transition metal ions available. The variation is
further enhanced due to O, Se, and S allowed for the ligand X. Oxides tend
to be insulating while sulphides generally have better conductive properties
due to better overlap of the p and d orbitals between ligand and metal ion. [15,
Ch.6] Furthermore, there are a number of common oxidation states that are
found in these compounds such as A1+→4+ with corresponding B2+→4+. To
signify oxidation state, two numbers are given to represent the A and B
site metal ion oxidation state respectively. For example, a 2-3 spinel type
compound has A2+and B3+.
To fully characterize a compound, that has a cubic spinel structure, one
must provide lattice parameter (a), inversion parameter (x), and oxygen
parameter (u). [24] Inversion describes the tendency for A site ions to swap
places with B sites ions. A spinel is called normal if the metal ions reside
in their “proper” location and inverse if the metal ions fully swap places.
This defect is important in some materials such as CoAl2O4 which affects the
nature of its magnetic ground state. Careful heat treatments during synthesis
has been shown to minimize inversion (see section 1.2.3). [25] The oxygen
parameter describes the distortion the octahedrally coordinated O2− ions
that surround the B sites. A value of u = 0.375 is considered undistorted. A
larger u indicates a reduction of the octahedra and a corresponding expansion
of the A site tetrahedra. The converse occurs when u is smaller than 0.375.
In both cases, the symmetry of the tetrahedra remains while the octahedra
skew which reduces their symmetry. This effect can have an important effect
on electronic states for d-series ions. [24, 15]
The spinel structure is generated by tetrahedral AX4 and octahedral
BX6 which can naturally be divided into two distinct sub-lattices. The B
sites themselves are arranged in three dimensional corner sharing tetrahedra.
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(a) Full Structure. (b) A site sub-lattice
(c) B site sub-lattice (d) Planar structure of B-sites.
Figure 1.2: Illustration of the cubic spinel-type structure:(A) Full structure
of GeNi2O4 with Ge
4+ ions in (red) tetrahedral coordination with O2− and
octahedral coordination (green) of Ni2+ with O2−. (B) A site sub-lattice
which has a diamond structure. (C) B site sub-lattice which is constructed
by corner sharing tetrahedra (in this case Ni2+ ions). Due to the similarity
of corner sharing tetradedra found in pyrochlore materials, this sub-lattice
is often termed “pyrochlore”. (D) B sites form alternating stacked layers
of kagome´ (blue spheres) and triangular planes (red spheres), which can
generate strong geometric frustration.
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This is the same sub-lattice that is found in pyrochlore A2B2O7 compounds
4.
When viewed along the [111] direction, these corner sharing tetrahedra ap-
pear as an alternate stacking of triangular and kagome´ planes. In fact, the
stack of kagome´-triangular-kagome´ (K-T-K) is quite ubiquitous and is of-
ten called a kagome´ sandwich or pyrochlore slab. [26, 27] When the B sites
contain magnetic ions, the system can exhibit strong geometrical magnetic
frustration due to the corner sharing and edge sharing triangles that make
up the kagome´ and triangular planes, respectively. [21] The sub-lattice as-
sociated with the A sites in the spinel has a diamond type structure. One
would expect this configuration to not exhibit any magnetic frustration ef-
fects when occupied by magnetic ions. However, there are several examples of
frustrated materials, such as FeSc2S4 [28] and MAl2S4 (M=Co, Fe, Mn) [29],
whose magnetic character arises from the diamond A site sub-lattice. All of
these properties are important reasons for the diverse low temperature states
found in materials that crystallize in the spinel structure.
The stacked kagome´ and triangular planes that are the building blocks
of the B sub-lattice, found in spinel-type materials, are not the only ar-
rangement available. There are several interesting structures, related to
spinels, that contain these planar structures in different layering regimes.
An important structure, in the context of this thesis, is the magnetoplumbite
SrGa12−xCrxO19 (SCGO(x)). This compound is a highly frustrated system
(f = 117) that is formed by the K-T-K kagome´ stack connected by two
non-frustrated linking layers. [30] This material behaves as a spin-glass[31]
in the range 1 ≤ x ≤ 9 and neutron diffraction experiments indicate that
spins in the linking layers form spin dimers. [26] This segmentation of the
kagome´ sandwich results in strong 2D character which is attributed to an
unusual quadratic temperature dependence in the magnetic specific heat at
low temperatures. [32, 33] This contrasts the expected linear behaviour of
the magnetic specific heat that is found in canonical spin glasses. [17, 10]
1.2 Introduction To Materials Studied
This section is dedicated to describe the materials that will be studied in
this thesis and to better motivate the research undertaken. It will also review
previous work that has been completed and highlight some of the outstanding
questions that remain to be answered regarding their physical properties.
4In pyrochlores, the two sub-lattices that are formed by A sites and B sites are identical.
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Following this, Chapter 2 will focus on a review basic aspects of magnetism
in insulating oxide compounds, Chapter 3 will describe the experimental
methods. The remaining chapters are dedicated to the experimental results
obtained, followed by a discussion, and conclusion.
1.2.1 GeNi2O4
GeNi2O4 (NGO) crystallizes in a cubic spinel structure type AB2O4 with
A=Ge4+ and B=Ni2+. When Ni2+ sites are diluted with Mg2+ an olivine
structure can form as an impurity above a critical concentration. [34] This
effectively puts an upper limit on the Mg2+ concentration at approximately
60% unless high pressure synthesis techniques are used. [34] As discussed
above, materials that crystallize with a spinel structure (AB2O4) are com-
posed of octahedrally coordinated B sites and tetrahedrally coordinated A
sites. One can view this structure as two interpenetrating diamond and py-
rochlore sub-lattices that are associated with either the A site (diamond) or
B site (pyrochlore) which is illustrated in Figure 1.2a. When viewing the B
sub-lattice along the [111] direction one observes alternate stacking of kagome´
and triangular planes which is highlighted in Figure 1.2d. The degeneracy
of 3d orbitals for Ni2+ ions (3F4) in octahedral crystal electric field (CEF) is
lifted with a ground state of S=1. In addition, there is also a small trigonal
CEF field which further splits the t2g level into a singlet and doublet with the
doublet having lower energy. Spin orbit coupling further splits these levels,
but can be ignored in the temperature region studied here. [7, 35]
Interest in GeNi2O4 has grown due to the existence of two closely spaced
magnetic transitions, shown in Figure 1.3, at TN1 = 12.0 K and TN2 = 11.4
K with a Curie-Weiss5 temperature of 15K. [3] Neutron diffraction studies [5]
yield a Q = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) propagation vector indicating that these ordering
phenomena are due to alignment of spins within the stacked kagome´ and
triangular planes. Specifically, at TN1 the spins within the kagome´ planes
align ferromagnetically with antiferromagnetic alignment between successive
like-planes. At TN2 the triangular planes arrange themselves in the same
fashion. This is further corroborated by implanted muon experiments which
indicate two distinct local magnetic environments that can be interpreted as
the kagome´ and triangular planes. [36] Magnetic measurements in high fields
5There is an appreciable variation of the value of the TCW which will be discussed in
Chapter 4.
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Figure 1.3: Reproduced from Lashley et al. [7]. Illustration of the distinct
AFM transitions observed in the specific heat data for NGO at B=0.
on polycrystalline samples reveal two spin-flop transitions at H = 30 T and
H = 37 T. [5] To model this ordering behaviour, a large exchange network
with a large fourth nearest-neighbour J4 term is required. [6] The nearest
neighbour J1 term is weak due to a 90 degree Ni-O-Ni bond angle. [37] Fur-
thermore, neutron data and analysis of specific heat [3, 7] data indicate the
presence of non-gapped AFM spin waves and a gapped excitation with an
energy of approximately 10.8 K. Although triangular and kagom’e systems
have the ability to exhibit strong frustration, NGO does not exhibit apprecia-
ble Ne´el quenching as the frustration parameter is approximately f = 1.25.
This is possibly due to the interplanar interactions being FM with frustra-
tion arising from the addition of further nearest neighbour interactions as is
found in Al2MO4 (M = Mn, Co, Fe). [29]
The realization of two distinct magnetic transitions is not unique to NGO.
CsNiCl3 (S=1) is a stacked triangular layered compound that undergoes two
magnetic transitions but has strong one dimensional behaviour. [38, 39]. Spe-
cific heat results for CsNi1−xMgxCl3 for x=0.02 indicate both transitions are
still present albeit lowered by approximately 0.2 K. [40] A more fitting com-
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parison can be made with the Heisenberg pyrochlore Gd2Ti2O7 (GTO) which
shares the same sub-lattice as the Ni2+. However, neutron diffraction studies
using 160Gd3+ (due to neutron absorption issues) indicate that the magnetic
ground state is related but not equivalent to NGO as it lacks planar struc-
ture. [41]
Specific heat data for NGO have shown that only approximately 60% of
the expected magnetic entropy is recovered. In addition, the entropy change
associated with each ordering event is nearly the same which is unusual as
three times as many spins reside on the kagome´ compared to the triangular
planes. [7]
Figure 1.4: Reproduced from Matsuda et al [6]. Illustration of the exchange
network up to fourth nearest neighbours for an ion residing in the trian-
gular plane. Red and blue arrows indicate a kagome´ and triangular sites
respectively.
The ordered state of NGO can be thought of two distinct crystallographic
lattices (kagome´ and triangular) that are coupled together due to high order
exchange. This makes NGO an excellent candidate to perturb the network of
exchange interactions that create this unique ground state. An illustration
of this network of neighbours is given in Figure 1.4. An interesting feature is
that each plane type has a different nearest neighbour profile. For example,
4 of 6 nearest neighbours of an ion in a kagome´ plane lie within its plane.
Conversely, none of nearest neighbours of a triangular site are intraplanar,
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they all lie on kagome´ sites. We seek to understand the implications of
magnetic dilution with Mg2+ ions on each layer type individually and how
disorder permeates the system as a whole.
1.2.2 GeCo2O4
Similar to NGO, GeCo2O4 (CGO) crystallizes in a cubic spinel structure with
Co2+ (3d7: L=3, S=1) occupying the B site sub-lattice.[4] This sub-lattice
can be viewed as an alternating stack of triangular and kagome´ planes. In an
octahedral crystal electric field the L=3 state splits to form an L=1 lowest
energy level. Spin-orbit coupling separates this level into J = 1/2, 3/2, and
5/2 with 1/2 having the lowest energy. A trigonal CEF at the Co2+ site
further splits this three levels into 6 Kramer’s doublets with energy levels:
0, 180, 360, 440, 1760 and 1030 Kelvin. [7] These levels have a significant
contribution to the magnetic and specific heat and must be factored in to
obtain meaningful results.
Early work on GeCo2O4 [24, 4, 7] revealed an applied magnetic field de-
pendent antiferromagnetic transition at Tn=20.6 K. It is not possible to ex-
tract relevant Curie-Weiss constants from linear fits due to the contributions
from thermally accessible crystal field levels, although several values were re-
ported. [4, 42] The shape of the specific heat anomaly suggested that there is
a concurrent cubic to tetragonal lattice distortion (c/a=1.001) that occurs at
this transition. Below Tn gapped AFM spin waves exist with an associated
energy of 38.4 K. [7] This was confirmed in inelastic neutron experiments
which set the gap energy at 35 K. [7]
The exchange network for is believed to be the same as NGO but with
the addition of a FM direct exchange term between Co2+ ions. [37] In ad-
dition, the low temperature magnetic state of CGO has the same structure
as NGO: FM alignment within each triangular and kagome´ planar type with
AFM alignment between like planes which yields overall AFM order. [5, 37]
Contrasting with NGO, both planar types order simultaneously which may
be due to the observed structural effects at Tn. [7] Neutron diffraction exper-
iments in large applied fields have revealed three distinct magnetic phases:
Phase one (0 - 4 T): AFM alignment between similar triangular and kagome´
planes, Phase two (4 - 10 T): FM alignment between triangular planes while
kagome´ retain AFM, Phase Three (above 10 T): all planes are in FM align-
ment. [37]
Recently, the interplay between the structural effects and the magnetic
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behaviour were investigated carefully. Barton et al used synchrotron x-ray
diffraction data taken below 24 K and observed structural events at T = 20.6
K and 16 K. At the ordering temperature, there is a small lattice shrinkage
due to magneto-restriction, not a shift from cubic to tetragonal as originally
believed to occur. Interestingly, the structural transition actually occurs at
16 K, which does not coincide with magnetic ordering and is suggested to
stem from Jahn-Teller distortion. [43]
In this study, the effects of magnetic dilution and applied pressure on
GeCo2O4 are determined. Dilution is achieved by randomly replacing Co
2+
ions with non-magnetic Mg2+. Of interest is how the planar magnetic struc-
ture will respond to the random placement of Mg2+. Several question can be
asked: will the magnetic ordering of the triangular and kagome´ planes still
occur simultaneously with random dilution? How does the dimensionality of
the magnetic state evolve with increased dilution? What is the percolation
threshold for this system? In light of the observed structural distortion in
CGO, how will applied external pressures manifest itself? Lastly, how do all
of these compare to NGO?
1.2.3 NiAl2O4
NiAl2O4 crystallizes in a cubic spinel type structure with a lattice constant
a=8.0461 A˚. The B site contains a non-magnetic Al3+ ion and a magnetically
active Ni2+ ion residing on the diamond type A sub-lattice. Research on
this compound has focussed on structural and its catalytic properties. The
specific heat of was measured and an lambda anomaly was found at 7.5
K. [44] To the author’s knowledge, no magnetic data are currently reported
in literature.
This work on NiAl2O4 is motivated by magnetic studies in other mag-
netically active A site spinel type compounds such as FeSc2S4 and MAl2O4
where (M = Fe, Co, Mn). [29, 25] These materials exhibit geometrical frus-
tration even though there are no magnetic ions residing on the B site. The
origin of this frustration is AFM exchange across next nearest neighbours
(NNN) and next-next nearest neighbours (NNNN) which appear as triangu-
lar units [29] that are illustrated in Figure 1.5. For this family of compounds
special attention must be given to synthesis as small amounts of cation in-
version produces completely different low temperature magnetic states. For
example, early work indicated a spin-glass transition in CoAl2O4. [29] When
site inversion is minimized, this material actually has a colinear AFM low
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Figure 1.5: Magnetic exchange network in frustrated A-site spinels
Reproduced from Tristan et al [29]. Illustration of the exchange network of
the A-site diamond sub-lattice found in spinel-type structures.
temperature state. [25]
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Chapter 2
Magnetism in Insulating Oxides
Magnetic behaviour stems from the angular momentum of charged particles
which gives rise to magnetic moments. The scaling factor between moment
µ and angular momentum L is known as the gyromagnetic ratio γ and can
take different values. The resulting magnetic moment is given by
µ = γL . (2.1)
There are two forms of angular momentum for electrons: an orbital com-
ponent and a spin component. The orbital component arises from an elec-
tron’s movement about the nucleus and is characterized by the usual quan-
tum numbers ℓ and mℓ. Similarly, we have s = 1/2 and ms = ±1/2 for the
electron intrinsic spin component. In a many electron system under Russel-
Saunders coupling1, the spin and orbital momenta combine to form L and
S. The total angular momentum vector J = L+ S whose eigenvalue2 can be
expressed as
√
J(J + 1) with possible J values of ( |L-S| ≤ J ≤ L+S ). The
magnetic moment that is created by J is given by




(S + 1)− L(L+ 1)
2J(J + 1)
(2.2)
and gL is the Lande´ g factor. In a many electron ion there are several ways
to combine the spin S and orbital L terms. Hund’s rules can be used in
most cases to determine the lowest energy state in absence of crystal field
effects, which are very important for d-shell ions. It utilizes the coupling
effect between the electron spin moment and the apparent orbital motion of
the nucleus around the electron, known as spin-orbit coupling.
1In Russel-Saunder coupling (L-S coupling) the spin-orbit interaction is weak. This
applies to ions with small Z
2Rather, the eigenvalue for J2 is J(J+1)
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2.0.4 Spin Orbit Coupling
Spin-orbit coupling describes how spin and angular momenta of an electron
interact. The mechanism for the coupling of an electron’s intrinsic spin and
angular momentum arises from the apparent orbital motion, from the elec-
tron’s frame of reference, of the positively charged nucleus. This “motion”
of positive charge creates a magnetic field that interacts with the electron
spin. The strength of this effect depends scales approximately as Z4 making
it important for the f block ions and to a lesser degree 4d and 5d transition
metals. Regarding the 3d series of transitions metal ions, the strength of
spin-orbit coupling is diminished due to a lower Z value. In addition, the d
orbitals are more spatially spread out from the nucleus making electrostatic
effects from neighbouring atoms in the solid more important.
2.0.5 Crystal Field Effects
The magnetic ground state of a free ion is set by spin-orbit coupling. When an
ion is found within an ordered solid the surrounding ions create an electric
field that depends on the symmetry of the lattice structure. This crystal
electric field (CEF) causes some electron orbitals, which were all degenerate,
to become energetically unfavourable due to electrostatic repulsion. The
free ion orbital degeneracy is lifted and a new ground state is selected that
depends on whether it is placed in a octahedral or tetrahedral environment
which are common arrangements in oxides. In 3d ions, the five degenerate
orbitals split into e and t2 levels with e having lower energy in tetrahedral
environment. In octahedral environments, t2g level has lower energy (see
figure 2.1). Another crystal field effect that is apparent in 3d ions is orbital
quenching. Experimental values of peff = gL(J(J + 1))
1/2 for the iron series
indicate that the orbital component is zero or near zero.
It is clear that the free ion picture needs several additions to make it
reasonable for magnetic ions in the solid state. The relative size of the
energy contributions of spin-orbit coupling versus crystal electric field dictate
the overall energy level splitting. For most3 3d block ions,the crystal electric
field energy is much larger than spin-orbit coupling. This results in the effects
described above: splitting of free ion levels and orbital quenching. Once
3Particularly for Co2+, the energy contributions from spin-orbit and CEF are compa-
rable. There is still a significant orbital character due to incomplete orbital quenching.
Please see the chapter on GeCo2O4 for more detail.
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Figure 2.1: Crystal electric field effect on the electronic states of a 3d ion:
(a) represents the free ion electronic state with degenerate levels. The right
hand side represents the splitting of energy levels in an octahedral crystal
electric field.
CEF effects are applied, spin orbit coupling can be applied as a perturbation
which results in a further splitting which is only important at temperatures
approximately below 1 K.
2.0.6 Interactions Between Spins
Dipole-Dipole Interaction
Once magnetically active ions are assembled into a solid they interact with
each other which leads to emergent behaviour. The collection of electrons
that reside on each ion can be treated as a single unit with a particular
value of total spin J. The simplest and weakest interaction is dipole-dipole
interactions. They are too small to cause an ordering event but become
important at very low temperatures and in high spin systems. The energy
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The most important mechanism for neighbouring spins to couple is through
exchange and is a result of electrostatic interactions and the Pauli exclusion




Ji,jS1 · S2 (2.4)
where the exchange constant Ji,j characterizes the strength and nature and
the sum is over distinct neighbouring sites. There are many types of ex-
change: direct, superexchange, double exchange, etc. Direct exchange occurs
through the direct overlap of wave functions from neighbouring ions. Clearly,
there is a requirement for the orbitals to have a large radial distribution. This
occurs to some degree in 3d metals, but not in the f block ions, where the f
orbitals are much closer to the nucleus so no substantive overlap exists.
In oxides, there is no appreciable overlap of electron wave functions.
Therefore an alternative medium of exchange is required to describe mag-
netism in these materials which is known as superexchange. For example in
oxides, metal ions are surrounded by oxygen ions and connected in such a
way that one can see a linkage of M-O-M-O-M (M=metal ion, O=oxygen
ion). The driving mechanism is the energetic savings of de-localizing elec-
trons on the metal ion by hopping to others along the connecting oxygen’s p
bonding orbitals. This exchange type is often antiferromagnetic but can be
ferromagnetic. In addition, it is sensitive to the M-O-M bond angles in the
determination if it is ferromagnetic (FM) or anti-ferromagnetic (AFM).
In metallic compounds, the free electrons can mediate a form of exchange





The first spin glass materials discovered, which were dilute magnetic alloys,
were the result of the RKKY interaction. The physical basis for this exchange
interaction is caused by the polarization of electrons around Magnetic ions.
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It is long ranged and JRKKY is oscillatory with distance from the magnetic
site.
Ordering and Critical Behaviour
Without exchange, spins are essentially4 free and point in random direction
and align in the direction of an applied magnetic field. This is known as the
paramagnetic state. When exchange interactions are present, magnetic sys-
tems can undergo phase transitions, at well defined ordering temperatures Tc,
to a magnetic long range ordered state. This is manifested as the presence of
singularities in the derivatives of the free energy F = U −TS. Depending on
the order of the derivative with which a discontinuity occurs, one can classify
two types: First order and continuous phase transitions. First order transi-
tions have a discontinuity in the first derivative of F. Continuous transitions
have a discontinuity in second or higher derivatives. For example, mean field






This is applicable in the linear5 region in χ−1 above the ordering temperature.
CW law allows an experimental measure of exchange strength through θCW
and the effective moment through Curie constant C.
Another important feature of phase transitions is the onset of an order
parameter which is due to broken symmetry. For example, the order param-
eter in ferromagnetic systems is the spontaneous magnetization M, which
develops continuously6 from zero at Tc.
On a fundamental level, a system that features a phase transition can
be characterized by critical exponents. These determine the behaviour of
divergent property (susceptibility, heat capacity, etc) and depend on elemen-
tary aspects of the system such as symmetry, dimensionality and range of
interaction[45]. Some important relations are: γ (susceptibility), α (specific
4Dipole interactions can generally be ignored except in ions with large moments or at
very low temperatures.
5Care must be taken to ensure the response is linear. If there are low lying crystal field
levels CW cannot be used.
6A more useful classification instead of the classic Erhenfest definition above for the
transition is whether or not the order parameter occurs abruptly (first order) or continu-
ously (continuous).
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heat), µ (correlation length). In dynamic measurements near the transition
temperature the time it takes for the system to relax to equilibrium diverges
as τ ∝ ξz where ξ is the correlation length and z the dynamic critical expo-
nent. This divergence is know as critical slowing down.
2.0.7 Percolation
To better understand and interpret the effects of dilution, and to follow the
interplay between order and chaos on magnetic networks, one can utilize
concepts in percolation theory. Originally, percolation theory was developed
to model the formation of randomly branching polymer gels and was later
used to describe fluid flows through porous media. The essence of percolation
is to describe the behaviour of a randomly occupied system through the onset
of connected sites that form clusters. [46] For example, which is illustrated
in figure 2.2, start with an empty square lattice and begin occupying sites
randomly with a probability p. A cluster is formed by occupied sites residing
next to one another. As the occupation probability increases, the cluster
sizes grow until a critical concentration is reached. This is called the site
percolation threshold pc and is characterized by a giant cluster that spans
the entire lattice. There is a geometric phase transition from a fractured to
a connected network, with the development of an order parameter, that is
representative of the system. In addition to sites being occupied, another
type of percolation transition exists in which the bonds between sites are
randomly added. This also leads to the formation of clusters and a critical
bond percolation threshold.
In the context of magnetic systems, long range magnetic order can be
removed by increasing the system temperature above a critical value denoted
by Tc. At this temperature, the correlation between spins is diminished and
the system becomes paramagnetic. In addition, another way to shift an
ordered system into a disordered paramagnetic state is through the removal
of magnetic ions or the exchange interaction between them. The former is
termed site dilution, where a non-magnetic ion like Mg2+ replaces a magnetic
ion. The latter is called bond dilution where the interaction between spins is
removed. For example, bond percolation can be achieved by removing oxygen
ions from a magnetic oxide, thus destroying the super-exchange pathway. The
effect of dilution in ferromagnetic systems results in a percolation transition
at a critical concentration of magnetic ions pc. Below this threshold, the
system has a paramagnetic ground state. [45] When the fraction of magnetic
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Representation of site percolation on square lattice: a) Empty
square lattice, b) Several lattice sites occupied with two clusters. The largest
of the two clusters is highlighted in red.
ions is equal to or above pc, there are enough magnetic sites occupied that a
connected cluster spans the entire system. The size of pc depends on several
key aspects such as the dimensionality and crystal structure of the lattice.
More complicated and exotic ground states can be achieved when competing
interactions are coupled with dilution. The values of pc for several important
structures are given in Table 2.1.
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Lattice site pc bond pc q ref.
kagome´ 0.6527 0.5243 4 [47]
triangular 0.5 0.3472 6 [47]
kagome´ stack 0.3346 0.2563 6 [47]
triangular stack 0.2623 0.1859 8 [47]
spinel-type (A-site) 0.429 - 6 [8]
spinel-type (B-site) 0.39(0) - 6 [8]
spinel-type (B-site) (4th
NN)
0.067 - 32 [48]
diamond 0.4495 0.3987 4 [47]
pyrochlore slab 0.50(5) - 4 [27]
Table 2.1: Critical concentrations for site and bond percolation on several
lattices with their connectivities given.
2.1 Spin Glass Behaviour
As stated above, spin glass formation hinges on the presence of both the
competition between interactions (frustration) and the randomization of said
interactions. The effect of these ingredients causes the system to have an
enormous number of accessible states below the freezing temperature. This
is true for glassy systems, structural or magnetic, which have a large amount
of metastable configurations whose number grows with system size. This is
can be understood as a rough phase space landscape of metastable states
separated by small energy barriers. [2, 49]
Spin glasses provide unusual and distinct experimental signatures which
can be broken down into local and bulk probes. Static measurements com-
monly done are DC magnetization, specific heat and neutron diffraction.
Dynamic measurements include AC magnetization, µSR, NMR.
2.1.1 DC magnetic measurements
DC susceptibility measurements on dilute alloys, which are often termed
canonical spin glasses, give a cusp in the susceptibility at the freezing temper-
ature Tf . Detailed measurements have shown that the transition is rounded
as opposed to sharp. In addition, there is an observed irreversibility in the
zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) modes which is quite similar in
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appearance to AFM ordering. Above the freezing temperature, spin glasses
are paramagnetic and obey the Curie-Weiss law. [16]
Another striking behaviour of spin glasses is remnant magnetization,
which measures the time evolution of the magnetic susceptibility in the frozen
state. One can characterize the system by analysing the growth or decay of
the magnetic moment with time after a change in applied magnetic field. Fur-
thermore, spin glasses display a memory effect causing magnetic behaviour
to depend on the cooling and magnetic field history that the sample was
subjected to. The two methods used to quantify remnant behaviour and its
time evolution are thermo-remnant (TRM) and isothermal remnant (IRM)
magnetization. To best model the IRM and TRM data over several decades





where stretching parameter (n) and relaxation time τ characterize the glass.
Previous work has shown that M0 and n depend on temperature T (T < Tf )
while τ is temperature independent.[50] Mean field and percolation theory
restricts the values of n to fall in the range of 0 to 0.66.[51, 52] In glass theory,
values of n larger than 0.66 have been reported and are believed to be due to
the system being highly fragile. [53, 54] Stretched exponential functions are
used in systems with a broad distribution of relaxation times. As a spin glass
is cooled near its freezing temperature, there is a broadening of relaxation
times which gives rise to the astronomically long time for the system to find
equilibrium. [54]
2.1.2 AC magnetic measurements





components of the dynamic susceptibility, allow one to probe the
dynamics of a magnetic system. This is especially important in spin glasses
were equilibration times diverge at Tf . This manifests as an inability of the
spins to keep up with the oscillating field at the freezing temperature which
gives rise to a jump in χ
′′
. This effect, along with the frequency dependence
on the glass freezing temperature Tf , is the hallmark feature of spin glass
compounds. To make direct comparisons of this drift with frequency between
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Aside from δ, the frequency dependence of the spin glass freezing tem-
perature can be modelled using Arrhenius type, Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman law,
power law, and stretched exponential. [55] The physical basis for applying
these models is phenomenological and a selection of a particular one is often
based on fit quality. In the Arrhenius model, which is often used in super-





In spin glasses, one often finds that an Arrhenius expression yields non-
physical results for the characteristic relaxation time τ0 and activation energy
Ea. [57] This deviation from Arrhenius behaviour is a characteristic of a
fragile glass. A modification of the Arrhenius form yields the Vogel-Fulcher-
Tamman (VFT) law which was developed in structural glass literature to
describe the temperature dependence of viscosity. [58] It can be applied in




where T0 is a measure of interaction strength between neighbouring clusters of
spins, τ1 is the characteristic
8 system time, and Ea is the activation energy.
This form, although useful, creates ambiguity as T0 is assigned in an ad-
hoc manner to obtain what is believed to be physically relevant values for
τ1. [55] To remedy this issue, one can utilize a power law form reminiscent of








where Tf , τ∗, Tg are the frequency dependent freezing temperature, the char-
7Early references to this parameter dilute alloys utilized log10 instead of the more
recently used ln. This has led to some confusion in literature and incorrect comparisons.
8This has the same meaning as τ0 in Equation 2.9 but has a different subscript to
differentiate the two models.
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acteristic relaxation time, and the static freezing temperature (AC driving
frequency → 0) respectively. Rather than fitting all three parameters si-
multaneously, Tg can be determined by the peak in the DC susceptibility.
Motivation for this expression stems from τ = τ∗ξ
z where ξ is the spin corre-
lation length, z the dynamic exponent and v is the critical exponent of the
correlation length. [16]
2.1.3 Heat Capacity
Interestingly, specific heat measurements on spin glass compounds yield no
singularity but rather a broad feature just above the freezing temperature.
In addition, the lower temperature form of the magnetic heat capacity is
linear for most spin glasses.[16] There have been exceptions of this behaviour
such as magnetoplumbite SrGa12−xCrxO19 (SCGO(x)) whose structure was
described in section 1.1. Instead of the expected linear behaviour SCGO(x)
the magnetic specific heat exhibits a quadratic low temperature dependence.




Solid state synthesis techniques were employed to form polycrystalline sam-
ples of Ni2−xMgxGeO4, Co2−xMgxGeO4, and Ni1−xMgxAl2O4. High purity,
dry oxides: NiO, Co3O4, GeO2, MgO and Al2O3 (Alfa Aesar) were used
as starting materials. All powders were wet milled in an agate pestle, in
acetone, during each stage of synthesis to reduce particle size and create a
homogeneous mixture.
The heating procedure for forming Ni2−xMgxGeO4 (x=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5, 0.10, 0.15, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.80, 1.0) was taken from Lashley et al [7].
Stoichiometric amounts of the starting materials were wet milled and placed
in an alumina crucible with lid and fired at 1473 K for 4 hours in air. Once
cooled, the mixture was wet milled and fired again at 1473 K for 4 hours.
Lastly, the cooled powder was wet milled and formed into 11 mm pellets
using a stainless steel pellet press. The pellets were placed in an alumina
crucible and fired at 1373 K for 4 hours.
The synthesis method for Co2−xMgxGeO4 (x=0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.30,
0.45, 0.60, 0.80, 1.0, 1.2) was adopted from Diaz et al [5] which uses Co3O4
instead of CoO. The mixed valency Co3O4 reduces to CoO2 at temperatures
above 800 K. Stoichimetric amounts of the starting materials were wet milled
and fired at 1000 K in air for 20 hours in an alumina boat. This time was
selected to ensure that Co3O4 is converted to CoO2. The powder was wet
milled and fired under identical conditions. Finally, the powder was wet
milled and formed into 11 mm pellets using a stainless steel pellet press. The
pellets were placed in an alumina crucible and fired at 1273 K for 20 hours.
The heating procedure for forming Ni1−xMgxAl2O4 (x=0, 0.125, 0.25,
0.375, 0.5) was as follows. Stoichiometric amounts of the starting materials
were wet milled and placed in an alumina crucible with lid and fired at 1473
K for 12 hours in air. Once cooled, the mixture was wet milled and fired
under conditions identical to the previous step. Lastly, the powder was wet
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milled and formed into 11 mm pellets using a stainless steel pellet press. The
pellets were placed in an alumina crucible and fired at 1473 K for 12 hours.
Recently, issues were found with site inversion of the A and B sites in related
compound MnAl2O4 that drastically affected its magnetic properties. The
parent was formed using a slow cooling synthesis which has been shown to
reduce inversion.
3.2 X-Ray Diffraction
X-ray powder diffraction patterns on NGO were measured on an ENRAF-
NONIUS diffractometer using a Cu source x ray tube. A Ni filter was used
to block Kβ radiation with a graphite single crystal as a collimator. Several
x-ray powder diffraction patterns for CGO and NAO were measured, using
a STOE-P two circle diffractometer with a Mo source, by Kevin Caslin, at
the Max-Planck Institute for Solid State Research in Stuttgart, Germany.
3.3 Magnetic Measurements
DC magnetic measurements were done using a Quantum Design Magnetic
Properties Measurement System (MPMS). All samples were weighed and
mounted on a plastic straw with negligible magnetic contributions compared
to the sample moments.
High pressure measurements were taken using a custom built pressure
cell which is capable of reaching 1.2 GPa. Degassed glycerine was used as a
pressure medium and high purity lead (99.999%) as a manometer. Internal
cell pressure was determined by measuring the superconducting transition of
the lead[59] which was placed in a teflon capsule along with the sample. The
cell was mounted to the sample rod using a small copper wire. Wait times
of 60 seconds were used between successive scans to allow the sample and
holder temperatures to equilibrate.
AC magnetic measurements were completed on a Quatum Design Physical
Properties Measurement System (PPMS) using the AC susceptibility option.
All samples were weighed and mounted on a plastic straw with negligible
magnetic contributions compared to the sample moments. The sample was
centered inside the pickup and drive coil assembly. The real and imaginary
components of the magnetic moment were measured at several frequencies in
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the range of 500 Hz to 10 kHz. The drive moment had an amplitude in the
range of 1 to 3 Oe. Care was taken to reduce the measurement time and/or
drive moment to reduce the effects of Joule heating at temperatures below 5
Kelvin. No DC bias field was used.
3.4 Specific Heat
The heat capacity was determined using a Quantum Design Physical Proper-
ties Measurement System (PPMS) with a specific heat option. This consisted
of a puck that contains a sample platform suspended by eight small wires.
The system uses a thermal relaxation technique to determine the heat ca-
pacity of the platform and all materials thermally coupled to it. Apiezon N
grease was used to mount the sample to the platform. Background data mea-
surements on the sample holder and N grease were completed to enable this
contribution to be subtracted from the grease-sample-platform. Care was
taken in the range of 200 to 300 Kelvin as the grease melts in this tempera-
ture range which has a substantial contribution. To remedy this, Quantum
Design recommends to take data points every 5 K, which was done. For all
samples, measurements were taken during cooling. Please see the Appendix
A for a sample plot of the Addenda and characteristic heating time constant
τ1 for GeNi2O4.





Powder diffraction data was analysed using the Fullprof software package [60]
to determine phase formation and lattice constants for all samples. The re-
finement results are illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. No impurity phase
or starting material Bragg peaks were observed. A compilation of all refine-
ment data is found in table 4.1. There is an observed expansion of lattice
parameter, illustrated in the inset in Figure 4.1, with increasing dilution that
does not appear to be linear in nature as expected from Vergard’s Law. [61]
An expansion of lattice parameter resulting from the substitution of Mg with
Ni is expected as the crystal radii of Mg and Ni are 0.71 A˚ and 0.63 A˚ re-
spectively. [62] However, the non-linear response observed here may stem
from differences in the atomic radii of Mg2+ and Ni2+ in an octahedral en-
vironment. Denton et al [61] highlighted the importance of relative ion sizes
regarding lattice constant and predicted non-linear response in systems with
α = 0.88, where α is the ratio of ionic radii (α = 0.89 for Mg2+, Ni2+).
At dilution levels of approximately 55%, GeNi2−xMgxO4 crystallizes in both
olivine and spinel forms, with full Mg substitution in the spinel structure
only possible when high pressure synthesis techniques are used. [34]
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Figure 4.1: Powder diffraction and refinement results for GeNi2O4. The inset
graph shows the evolution of cubic lattice parameter a with dilution x.
Figure 4.2: Powder diffraction and refinement results for GeNi1.0Mg1.0O4.
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Table 4.1: Summary of data on samples. Superscripts n, +, and f indicate
Ne´el ordering, indeterminate, and spin glass freezing respectively.
Dilution (%) Tn,f (K) θCW (K) a (A˚) χ
2
0 n11.41, n12.01 15.0 ± 0.5 8.218 ± 6× 10−3 1.63
2.5 n10.89 14.8 ± 0.2 8.2190 ± 3× 10−4 1.36
5.0 +9.0 15.1 ± 0.2 8.2189 ± 3× 10−4 1.6
7.5 +7.76 13.5 ± 0.3 8.2201 ± 3× 10−4 1.69
15 f7.41 9.4 ± 0.3 8.2217 ± 3× 10−4 1.37
22.5 f7.03 9.2 ± 0.3 8.2215 ± 3× 10−4 1.3
30 f6.75 9.1 ± 0.2 8.2217 ± 3× 10−4 1.36
40 f6.14 7,52 ± 0.09 8.2228 ± 3× 10−4 1.4
50 f5.35 6.40 ± 0.07 8.2274 ± 2× 10−4 1.27
4.1.2 DC Susceptibility
DC susceptibility data have been reported in literature for Ni2GeO4 but
inconsistencies exist between authors. For example, ordering temperatures
TN1 and TN2 of 11.4K and 12.0K are agreed upon; however, various Curie-
Weiss (CW) temperature ΘCW values such as -15 K [5], -8.7 K [7], -4.4 K [3]
are reported. The measurements reported here for Ni2GeO4 successfully
reproduced the CW results obtained by Diaz et al through the addition of
a diamagnetic term χdia = −7.20 × 10
−5 emu/molNGO and a temperature
independent term χind = 7.42× 10
−4 emu/molNGO. This value is reasonable
for Ni2+ in an octahedral crystal field environment with a splitting of 8,000





where ∆ is the wavenumber splitting to the first excited state which is large
enough to not be thermally populated. These contributions were scaled ap-
propriately for the analysis of each diluted sample.
Results from DC magnetic data analysis are given in table 4.1. One can
identify two regions (0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.6 and 0.60 ≤ x ≤ 1.0) of linear behaviour
in θCW with respect to dilution. Extrapolating a linear fit line to full dilution
yields θCW = 0 within associated error. A similar kink in θCW(p) has been
observed in other diluted frustrated systems, such as SrGa12−xCrxO19. [31]
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In spin glasses, when the system is cooled below the freezing temperature,
the magnetic moments associated with ions with unpaired electrons freeze
in a metastable state. [2] The lack of a well defined ground state gives rise
to this instability. This can be probed using thermoremenant magnetization
(MTRM ) which measures the decay of the magnetic susceptibility with time.
Our cooling and field routine consisted of applying a 2,000 Oe field at 300
K. The system was cooled to 2K over 12,000 seconds. The field was then
turned off following a wait time of 600 seconds. Once the applied field was
removed, the magnetization is measured consecutively for 10,000 seconds.
Figure 4.3: MTRM data from GeNi1.0Mg1.0O4. The dashed line is the result-
ing fit using a stretched exponential. The solid line is a linear fit which is
constrained to the linear portion of the data.
The decay of the resulting moment is illustrated in Figure 4.3 and is
normalized to the initial value measured at t = 0. A constrained linear





with stretching parameter 1−n, was used to fit MTRM. The stretched expo-
nential, shown in equation 4.2, generates a much better reproduction of the
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experimental data. In structural glass theory it is known as the Kohlrausch-
Williams-Watts (KWW) law and it is used to describe relaxation in physical
properties of super-cooled liquids. [64, 65] In the context of magnetic glasses,
this expression has been applied above and below Tg [66] with n exhibiting a
temperature dependence near Tg. [50] For NGO spin glasses, the values ob-
tained for n are equal within associated error and have a mean of n = 0.861
with a standard deviation of 0.002. This falls outside the boundaries pre-
dicted using mean field percolation in glassy systems. [52] Departure from
this mean field prediction is not unusual, as data from structural glass formers
have yielded similar results and are a characteristic feature of fragile glasses.
Physically, n is a measure of broadness in the relaxation spectrum of the
system which results in a deviation from Debye-Arrhenius behavior. [67, 56]
4.1.3 Heat Capacity
The specific heat was measured for diluted samples (x=0 to 0.30) in the
temperature range of 2 to 300 K. The total heat capacity can be decomposed
into the sum of lattice, magnetic and electronic contributions. In NGO, the
electronic contribution is negligible and can be ignored. To obtain the lattice
contribution a common approach is the use the low temperature limit (T <
θD/50) of the Debye model. [68] In NGO, particularly the diluted samples,
the ordering phenomena requires the addition of magnetic correlations just
above Tn and both gapped and ungapped spin wave contributions to the
heat capacity. [7] An alternative method [69] based on Pade´ approximants,
which was employed here, allows one to fit convenient regions of the specific
heat data to obtain the lattice contribution. The total heat capacity can be
expressed as:
Cp = Cmag + A ∗ Cpade´ +B ∗ CE1 + C ∗ CE2 (4.3)
where the last three terms model the lattice contribution and the sum of
A,B and C is 7.1 The Pade´ approximant is designed to reproduce the Debye
function through all temperature ranges. It therefore only models acoustic
phonons and fails to accurately reproduce the contributions from optical
modes. [68] To remedy this two Einstein terms, CE1 and CE2, have been
added which take the form of
1Due to 7 atoms in each unit of GeN2O4.









TE is the corresponding Einstein temperature and R is the gas constant.
Figure 4.4 illustrates experimental data for Ni1.99Mg0.01GeO4 and the re-
sulting fit using the last three terms of equation 4.3. The temperature range
for the fit is 100 K to 300 K which was selected to be sufficiently far away
from the magnetic transitions such that they have a negligible contribution
to the specific heat.
Figure 4.4: Specific heat of Ni1.99Mg0.01GeO4. The data is fitted from 120 K
to 300 K to the last three terms of equation 4.3 with the fit line extrapolated
to 0 K.
The Debye temperature obtained is ΘD 342 ± 9 K, which is smaller than
the value of 386 K obtained by Lashley. [7] Possible reasons for this difference
could be the usage of the low temperature Debye form at temperatures as
high as 75K. Due to the approximations made in the Debye model, the
value of ΘD varies with temperature. This variation is minimized [68] in
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the temperature regions T < θD/50 (7.72 K) and T > θD/2 (193 K) if the
θD = 386 K value is assumed.
Figure 4.5: Plot of the magnetic contribution to specific heat for several
diluted samples of GeNi2−xMgxO4.
With the lattice contribution determined, the magnetic contribution can
easily be determined which is shown in Figure 4.5. There is a reduction and
broadening of the peaks in the specific heat with increasing dilution which
is evidence of a shift from long to short range ordering. We observe the
disappearance of TN2 at 2.0% (x = 0.04) dilution while TN1 persists in a
visible but broadened form. These results indicate the destruction of long
range order upon random site dilution occurs first in the triangular planes,
followed by the kagome´ planes. This is interesting since one would expect
dilution to affect kagome´ ordering to a greater degree as there are three times
the number of spins on the kagome´ planes. A Mg2+ ion is three times more
likely to sit on a kagome´ plane if the dilution is random. One may interpret
these results as an indication that the stability of LRO in the triangular
planes depends strongly on the kagome´ layers that separate them.
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4.1.4 AC Susceptibility
With the destruction of long range order, the dynamic susceptibility becomes
an important probe for determining the nature of the low temperature state.
AC susceptibility measurements were completed on samples in the dilution
range of x = 0.15 to 1.00 at 500, 1000, 5000 and 7000 Hz. Data for these
dilution values taken at 7000 Hz is shown in Figure 4.6. Onset of canonical
spin glass behaviour can be seen in dilution levels at and above 15% (x =
0.30). In spin glasses the freezing temperature Tf can be defined as the cusp
in the real part of the AC susceptibility χ
′
and a spike in the imaginary part
of the susceptibility χ
′′
. This behaviour is due to the inability of spins to
keep up with the oscillating applied field, due to diverging relaxation times,
which causes a non-zero out of phase component χ
′′
. [16]
There is a decrease in freezing temperature Tf with dilution which follows
a nearly linear response in the spin glass regime (0.15<x<1.00). Extrapola-
tion of the data yields a non physical result of approximately x=3 for 0 K
freezing temperature.
Figure 4.6: Plot of the AC susceptibility of diluted GeNi2−xMgxO4 samples
taken at 7,000 Hz.The cusp in the real part and jump in the imaginary part
of the dynamic susceptibility are evidence of spin glass freezing.
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Table 4.2: Summary of data on GeNi2−xMgxO4 samples.
Dilution (%) zv τ∗(10
−15s) Ea(eV ) T0(K)
15 7.8 ± 1.0 3.2 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.2 6.44 ± 0.09
22.5 7.92 ± 0.6 19 ± 3 2.7 ± 0.2 6.03 ± 0.08
30 9.6 ± 0.6 0.50± 0.02 1.88± 0.06 6.34 ± 0.03
40 8.7 ± 0.3 17 ± 0.9 2.6 ± 0.1 5.28 ± 0.04
50 10.7 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.07 2.8 ± 0.1 4.56 ± 0.03
An observed frequency dependence on Tf exists and is a characteristic
feature of spin glasses and systems with broad distributions of energy lev-
els. [51, 16] One way to compare this dependence between different systems
is to calculate σ, using Equation 2.8, which is a measure of the drift of
Tf with respect to driving frequency. The value of sigma can be used to
determine the level of interaction between the glassy constituents (clusters
or individual spins) of the spin glass. For weakly interacting systems such
as La0.994Gd0.006Al2 [70] δ takes a value of 0.056. Conversely for systems
with stronger interactions such as canonical spin glasses δ has an approxi-
mate range of 0.002. [57] In Ni2−xMgxGeO4, δ takes values: 0.0061, 0.0074,
0.0065, 0.0084, 0.0091 for dilution levels of x = 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.80, 1.00
respectively.
The frequency dependence of the spin glass freezing temperature was also
modelled using Arrhenius type, Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman law, and power law,
which were discussed in Section 2.1.2. Upon fitting the experimental data to
the Arrhenius model, non-physical values the characteristic relaxation time
τ0 and activation energy Ea where obtained. This has been known to occur
in systems with broad distributions of relaxation times. [57]
To make progress in the analysis, both the VFT and power law models
were used to fit the experimental data which is illustrated in Figure 4.7, with
values for the fitted parameters found in Table 4.2. Both models fit the exper-
imental data well. However, the VFT model creates ambiguity through the
ad-hoc assignment of T0 to obtain what is believed to be physically relevant
values for τ1. [55] The power law model does not suffer from this drawback as
it contains only two fit parameters, as discussed in Section 2.1.2. This leaves
only the product of the critical exponents zν and characteristic time τ∗.
The characteristic relaxation time of the spin glass system τ∗ ranges from
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Figure 4.7: Plot of AC freezing temperature data fitted to equation 2.11.
Inset graph illustrates the same data fitted using the acting spins.VFT equa-
tion.
10−14 to 10−16 seconds which indicative of canonical spin glass behaviour.
Contrast this with the cluster glass systems like La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−yNiyO4,
LixNi2−xO2 and CaBaFe4−xLixO7 which have τ∗ values of 10
−9.5, 7.5× 10−11
and 4.9× 10−12 seconds respectively. The values of the critical exponent zv
obtained vary from 7.8 to 10.7 and fall within the range 5 to 11 found for
several spin glass compounds. [55]
4.1.5 High Pressure Effects
Lattice distortion is an important means by which frustration can be relieved.
This is evident particularly in the related spinel GeCo2O4 which undergoes
a simultaneous cubic to tetragonal distortion and antiferromagnetic transi-
tion where c/a ≈ 1.0014. [71] To the authors’ knowledge, there have been no
observations of a structural transition in NGO using neutron or synchrotron
x-ray probes. [3] The relation between lattice constant and the correspond-
ing magnetic properties of NGO can be further tested using high precision
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thermal expansion measurements. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.8
where the reference length L0 is L(T = 20). The two AFM transitions are
clearly indicated by a steep decrease in strain ∆L\L0 signalling lattice con-
stant shrinkage. This decrease is affected by applied magnetic field and is
most noticeable at the kagome´ ordering temperature TN1. Specifically, the
change in strain at TN1 is −6.899 × 10
−6, −4.943 × 10−6, 1.082 × 10−6 for
fields of 0, 1.5, and 6.0 T respectively. A similar field induced transition in
the nature of TE response has been observed in EuTiO3 [72] where a cross
over between contraction and expansion occurred at 0.675 T with destruction
of long range order at 1 T. Conversely, NGO is very robust against applied
fields with a spin flop transitions at H1=30 T and H2=37 T at 4K. [4]
Figure 4.8: Strain ∆L\L0, taken at various applied fields, where L0 is the
reference length at 20 K. The onset of magnetic transitions are denoted by
a rapid change in strain.
This indeed confirms a spin-lattice coupling occurs in NGO. To further
test the effects of perturbations on Ni2GeO4 quasi-hydrostatic high pressure
susceptibility measurements were taken on a polycrystalline sample in the
range 0 to 1.2 GPa. To estimate the effect of applied pressure on the lattice
it is noted [73] that several related spinel compounds have bulk moduli K
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that lie in between 170 to 210 GPa. Using an estimated value of 200 GPa
the strain can be approximated using K = −V∆P\∆V where ∆V ≈ 3L2∆L
the maximum strain is 1E-3.
Figure 4.9: Antiferromagnetic transitions TN1 (kagome´) and TN2 (triangular)
in GeNi2O4 at various applied pressures. The inset graph depicts fits to peaks
in dχ\dT.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the effect of applied quasi-hydrostatic pressure on
the two AFM transitions of polycrystalline NGO. These were determined by
fitting Gaussian peak functions to maxima in dχ\dT which is shown in the
inset. There is a small decrease of similar magnitude in the ordering temper-
atures TN1 and TN2. The result that both transitions have nearly identical
responses is somewhat striking for several reasons. First, the kagome´ and tri-
angular planes order independently, yield vastly different lattice effects under
applied fields. Furthermore, the exchange connectivity for each plane type
is different with the kagome´ planes having more nn that reside within them-
selves. These results depict a magnetically robust system that can withstand
lattice changes of varying degree but still maintain the necessary balance in
exchange interactions that yield two AFM transitions.
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4.2 Discussion
Combining the results from specific heat, AC and DC susceptibility mea-
surements, one can construct a phase diagram which is shown in Figure 4.10.
There are 3 distinct magnetic phases separated by an indeterminate region
defined by two dilution values of x = 0.10 and x = 0.15. In these samples
the features indicating LRO such as: sharp peak in the magnetic specific
heat, and point of inflection in χDC (peak in dχDC/dT ) are not well defined.
Furthermore, there is no indication of a spin glass transition in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.10: Experimental phase diagram of GeNi2−xMgxO4. There are 4
distinct regions: N - Neel ordered, I - ill defined, SG - spin glass, and P -
paramagnetic.
4.2.1 Low Dilution (x < 0.10)
The effects of B site magnetic dilution clearly have a dramatic effect on the
two long range ordered low temperature states. The magnitude of this effect
is different for the different planar types that make up the B site sub-lattice.
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Figure 4.10 illustrates that long range order persists in the kagome´ and tri-
angular planes up to dilution values up to x=0.05 and x=0.03 respectively.
In this region, the Ne´el temperatures associated with TN1 and TN2 evolve
linearly and can be extracted to yield the critical dilution levels. This was
achieved by extrapolating a linear fit of the linear regions found in Figure
4.10. Using this methond, critical dilution levels of xd1 = 0.53 ± 0.07 and
xd2 = 0.70± 0.1 were obtained for the kagome´ and triangular planes respec-
tively. Critical percolation thresholds were found by taking (2−xd)/2 (where
xd is the critical dilution value described above). From this, the percolation
thresholds were estimated as pc1 = 0.74 ± 0.04 for the kagome´ planes and
pc2 = 0.65± 0.05 for the triangular planes. The expected 2d values for these
planes with NN interactions are 0.652 (kagome´) and 0.5 (triangular). [47]
This is an unusual result, since one would expect the experimental values
of pc to be smaller than the 2D values. NGO is the antithesis of a 2D sys-
tem with large interplanar coupling which is believed to give rise to NGO’s
unique ground state. Increases in dimensionality should reduce pc as the
lattice becomes more connected. For example, the percolation threshold for
stacked kagome´ and triangular lattices have values 0.3345 and 0.2623 [47]
respectively, much lower than 2D analogues. Similarly if interactions extend
beyond nearest neighbours, the ordered state becomes very robust towards
site removal. [48]
However, seemingly artificial levels for critical concentration are not un-
heard of. In the kagome´ staircase (Co1−xMgx)3V2O8, it was found to have
an xc=0.74 instead of 0.65 for the Nee´l ordered state. This difference was de-
termined to stem from the buckled nature of the kagome´ staircase structure
which quenches exchange interactions from the spine sites thereby increasing
pc from the expected 0.65 to 0.74. [74] In NGO, there is no evidence of major
structural distortion [3], such as buckling, that would result in the loss of
interactions. Furthermore, NGO is a 3D system with large spin connectivity
due to its vast exchange network of up to J4.
One possibility for this high sensitivity to dilution is the effect of coupling
between the spins that reside on different plane types. That is, due to the
distinct ordering of the kagome´ and triangular planes, below TN2 one can
think of the B site lattice as two, three dimensional interconnected networks:
stacked triangular and stacked kagome´. These networks have connections to
themselves and to each other. Factoring up to J4 with 42 total neighbours,
a single spin in the triangular network contains 12 links to other triangular
sites and 30 links to the kagome´ network. Conversely, the kagome´ system is
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much more self connected with only 10 links to the triangular network and 30
to other kagome´ sites. Recent research [75] has shown that coupled networks,
network of networks (NON), are more vulnerable to what is often called ’at-
tack’ which in this context is site dilution. This vulnerability is manifested
as an increased percolation threshold [76] and has been observed in several
different network types: Erdos-Renyi, regular random and lattice [77]. Fur-
thermore, with increased internetwork coupling, the larger pc becomes. This
is in stark contrast to single networks where increased connectivity decreases
pc. Physically this can be understood as a diluted site on either kagome´
or triangular layers affecting both its own layer type as well as the other
complementary layer. This perturbation may cascade locally through both
networks amplifying its effect. The net result would be a larger value of pc
due to the fragility of the entire system that stems from this cascade effect.
4.2.2 Spin Glass (0.30 ≤ x ≤ 1.0)
A broad specific heat anomaly and a jump in the imaginary component of the
AC susceptibility results indicate a single spin glass transition that begins
at x=0.30 (15% dilution). Somewhat surprisingly, glassiness does not form
on each plane type which would give rise to two distinct freezing transitions:
one for kagome´ and one for triangular spins. Instead there is a single spin
glass transition. It is unclear if the glass state emerges across the entire B site
sub-lattice, or only on the kagome´ sites while the triangular planes behave
in paramagnetic fashion. Specific heat results suggest the latter case due to
the apparent destruction of the TN2 transition in Figure 4.5, rather than the
broadening and merger of both peaks. If the glass state is only composed
of kagome´ sites, one can compare the above results with structurally similar
systems that undergo spin glass transitions.
One such system, deuteronium jarosite (D3O)Fe3(SO4)2(OD)6, consists
of Fe3+ ions (S=5/2) in stacked kagome´ planes which undergoes a spin glass
transition at 13.8 K. [78, 79] Specific heat results indicate an anomalous
low temperature T2 behaviour instead of the linear relationship expected
for canonical spin glasses. Similar behaviour has been found in SCGO(x)
spin glasses. [32] In both cases it is believed that the T2 dependence stems
from the strong 2D character of the magnetic network. [33] In the spin glass
GeNi1.7Mg0.3O4 there is also a low temperature T
2 dependence of the mag-
netic heat capacity, illustrated in Figure 4.11, which could indicate a similar
2D character. Furthermore, the other parameters determined to characterize
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Figure 4.11: Magnetic component of Cp/T for the spin glass GeNi1.7Mg0.3O4.
The red linear fit line indicates a T2 dependence of the magnetic specific heat
at low temperature.
the glassy nature of diluted NGO compare favourably to deuterium jarosite.
The values of σ determined from equation 2.8 range from 0.006 to 0.009
compared to a value of 0.010 for deuterium jarosite. [78] The numbers ob-
tained fall closely within the values obtained for canonical spin glasses such
as CuMn (σ=0.002)[80], and AuMn (σ=0.0020)[81]. 2
4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, the effects of magnetic dilution and spin-lattice coupling on
spinel type GeNi2O4 are reported. This was undertaken to probe the nature
of the long range ordered state of NGO which is formed by two closely spaced
magnetic transitions, the root of which, is a complex exchange network of 32
2Some variations regarding the σ values for AuMn and CuMn exist, due to the original
authors usage of log10 instead of ln in equation 2.8.
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relevant neighbours. Thermal expansion measurements reveal a field depen-
dent lattice contraction at both TN1 and TN2. At an applied magnetic field
of 6 T, there is a positive change in strain indicating a field induced cross
over from lattice contraction to expansion. The phase evolution of this com-
pound when Ni2+ sites are replaced with non-magnetic Mg2+ can be broadly
classified into three regions: ordered, ill defined, and spin glass.
At dilution levels of x = 0.30 and higher, the system becomes a spin
glass. AC susceptibility and TRM measurements suggest that the system is
a canonical type glass. In addition there is no evidence of distinct spin glass
transitions for each of the AFM transitions found in the parent compound.
It appears that the triangular planes first become disordered followed by a
glass transition in the kagome´ planes. The magnetic specific heat in the
glass state behaves as T2 at low temperature, which is unusual for spin glass
compounds, which suggests a shift from 3D long range ordered state to a 2D
spin glass.
The long range ordered state of the kagome´ and triangular planes are
extremely susceptible to magnetic dilution. Specific heat and magnetic sus-
ceptibility measurements indicate that clear signs of magnetic ordering dis-
appear for kagome´ spins at approximately 2.5% Mg2+ substitution. Likewise,
the ordered state for triangular spins appear even more delicate with a lack of
distinct ordering at 1.5$ dilution. Through linear fits the percolation thresh-
olds for the kagome´ and triangular planar networks were found to be pc1=0.74
± 0.04 and pc2=0.65 ± 0.05 respectively. These values are much larger than
percolation values for stacked kagome´ (pc= 0.3346) and triangular planes
(pc= 0.2623). This perplexing result may be explained by treating the trian-
gular and kagome´ spins as a network of networks. NONs have been shown
to be highly unstable to site removal which is amplified by increased connec-
tivity. Neutron diffraction experiments currently undertaken will hopefully
shed light on the nature of the ill-defined phase and the anomalously large
percolation threshold. If the NON interpretation is correct, to the author’s
knowledge, NGO would be the first reported manifestation this effect in the
solid state. Further research in other magnetic systems with distinct ordered
sublattices, such as GeMn2O4 a¸nd GeFe2O4 should be studied to possibly
find other candidates for the NON effect.




5.1.1 X Ray Diffraction
The Rietveld refinement method was used on X ray powder diffraction data,
taken from a Mo source, to determine lattice constants for GeCo2−xMgxO4.
During refinement, the relative occupancies of the Co2+ and Mg2+ were var-
ied according to the sample stoichiometry as needed. Two examples of the
refinement results are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The lattice constant
decreases in a near linear fashion with increasing Mg substitution which can
be seen in the inset in Figure 5.1. This is to be expected as the crystal radius
for Co2+ in octahedral coordination is 0.79 A˚ compared to 0.71 for Mg2+ in
the same environment. [62] GeCo2−xMgxO4 maintains the spinel type struc-
ture up to x = 1.20. Solubility studies on this compound have indicated
that beyond a 60% Mg2+ concentration, a structural shift from spinel type
to olivine occurs. [34]
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Figure 5.1: Rietveld refinement of XRD pattern for GeCo2O4. Inset is plot
of lattice constant for several diluted CGO samples.
Figure 5.2: Rietveld refinement of XRD pattern for GeCo0.8Mg1.2O4.
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5.1.2 DC Magnetization
DC magnetic susceptibility measurements were completed on all samples
with the results displayed in Figure 5.3. Unfortunately, it is not possible
to extract information from any of these measurements using Curie-Weiss
fits. This is due to a lack of linearity in χ−1 that stems from the thermally
accessible crystal electric field levels in CGO. [7] However, despite this issue,
there are several reported values for ΘCW : 80.5 K [5, 82, 83], 40 K [71, 42],
47.6 K [84] whose variations may arise from different temperature regions
used during the linear fit routine. In spite of this limitation, DC data can
be used to begin to understand dilution effects at a qualitative level and to
track the evolution of transition temperature.
Figure 5.3: DC magnetic susceptibilities of GeCo2−xMgxO4.
From a qualitative perspective, the sharp decrease in DC susceptibility,
indicative of the AFM transition, is maintained until x = 0.15 (observed as a
peak in dχ/dT). Beyond this level, the response begins to look like a canonical
type spin glass with a symmetric cusp forming. Another feature is the effect
of dilution on the maximum value of χ. As Mg2+ concentration increases,
there is a reduction in χmax which has a minimum for x = 0.10. Above
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this dilution, χmax steadily increases with further dilution. This feature is
observed in many insulating spin-glass materials such as SGCO [31] and
ZnCr2(1−x)Ga2xO4. [85]
The effects of aging were studied for samples with Mg2+ levels greater than
x ≥ 0.45 by measuring the evolution of the magnetization with respect to
time (relaxation). Aging is a hallmark feature [17, 10] of spin glass materials
and its characterization is often used as a method of comparison between
SG materials. The measurement routine was as follows: a 2,000 Oe field
was applied at 300 K. The system was then cooled to 2 Kelvin over 12,000
seconds. Once 2 K was reached, the field was removed following a wait time
of 600 seconds. Immediately upon the applied magnetic field removal, the
magnetization was measured consecutively for 10,000 seconds. The results
are illustrated in Figure 5.4 with attempts to fit the data to a power law of
the form M(t) = M(0)t−γ and a stretched exponential which is described in
Section 2.7. The fit results are similar to NGO with the power law function
poorly representing the full data range. The stretched exponential or (KKW
form) was also used to fit MTRM data for NGO in section 4.1.2. The values
obtained for n are concentration independent, with an average value and
standard deviation of 0.88 ± 0.03, and is very close to the value of n =
0.861±0.002 obtained for spin glass NGO. During the fitting routine M0 was
not constrained such that MR/M0 = 1 at t = 0. This decision was made
due to following: t = 0 is defined experimentally as the time of the first
measurement following field removal, not specifically when the applied field
is removed. There is a short period of time between field removal, which is
the true t = 0, and the initial measurement. Due to the lag the measured
value of MR(t = 0) is smaller than the true value causing Mt/M0 > 1 which
is reflected in the fit results.
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Figure 5.4: Magnetic relaxation of GeCo0.8Mg1.2O4 with fits to a stretched
exponential and a power law.
5.1.3 Specific Heat
The heat capacity of a substance not only aids in characterizing phase tran-
sitions, it is an excellent probe to gain information regarding the distribution
of energy levels within a compound. This feature makes the analysis of spe-
cific heat data for GeCo2−xMgxO4 more nuanced than NGO.
1 In CGO, there
are several contributions to the specific heat that are not found in NGO.
These include hyperfine and crystal electric field (CEF) Schottky effects that
are described below. An expression for the total heat capacity is given by
Cp = Cmag + Clat + Chyp + CCEF , (5.1)
in equation 5.1 with terms representing magnetic, lattice, hyperfine, and the
crystal electric field (CEF) contributions. The degenerate electronic levels of
the Co2+ ions are split into six doublets due to crystal electric field effects
1The analysis has some features borrowed from Lashley et al. [7] and Goetsch et al. [69]
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and spin orbit coupling. Inelastic neutron scattering experiments [7] have
determined that the energies of these levels are 0 K, 180 K, 360 K, 440 K,
1760 K and 1930 K. Since these are thermally accessible, the CEF levels















where R, di, and Ei are the ideal gas constant, degeneracy, and energy of the
ith CEF level. In CGO, all six levels are doubly degenerate, with the energies
given above, and have a significant influence above 20 K with maximum at
approximately 180 K (see Figure 5.5). Due to this contribution being present
over a large temperature range, particularly above 100 K, one must account
for it in order to obtain meaningful results for Clat.
In addition to CEF levels, there exists low level hyperfine energy levels
that arise from the coupling of the nuclear moment of the Co2+ ions and
the electronic moment. This causes another Schottky effect that is present
at very low temperatures due to the small size of the nuclear moment. [68]





If more than one ion with a nuclear moment is present, Chyp becomes a sum.
In CGO, only 59Co (100% abundance, I=7/2) contributes with vanishingly







where µ2nuc and B
2
nuc are the nuclear moment and the effective hyperfine field
found at the nucleus. Low temperature heat capacity measurements yield
B2nuc = 129 T and D = 1.4 × 10
−3 JK/molCGO. [7] The calculated values
from these two Schottky effects are plotted with raw data on GeCo2O4 in
Figure 5.5 which underscores the relative size of each contribution.
With the hyperfine and crystal electric field contributions removed, only
Clat and Cmag remain. The magnetic contribution is localized around the
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Figure 5.5: Comparrisson of specific heat contributions in parent CGO. The
hyperfine contribution is small and is only important at very low tempera-
tures (at T = 5K Chyp = 5.64× 10
−5 J/molCGOK). Above 20 K specific heat
caused by crystal electric field transitions becomes substantial (at T = 187
K CCEF = 12.77 J/molCGOK).
transition temperature and is negligible at high temperature. To isolate
Cmag, the lattice contribution must be determined and subtracted. A com-
mon approach is to use a T 3 Debye term at low temperatures. [68, 7] This
analysis requires high quality low temperature data and simultaneous fitting
above TN to accurately determine the lattice contribution. Furthermore, be-
low TN there is a magnetic transition in CGO, so that one must include a
gapped spin wave term [7] which will have an unknown response to Mg2+
substitution. To simplify the analysis in light of these difficulties the Pade´
approximant method [69] which was used in Chapter 4. The benefit of this
method is that temperatures sufficiently far away from the magnetic transi-
tion are used in the fit to determine Clat. Thus, one only needs to include the
lattice contribution as the magnetic contribution is assumed to be negligible.
Specifically for GeCo2−xMgxO4, the temperature range of 90 K to 300 K was
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Figure 5.6: Pade´ fit to specific heat data which has been corrected for hyper-
fine and crystal electric field contributions. The data was fit over the range
of 90K to 300K and extrapolated down to 2 K.
used which requires the inclusion of Einstein terms to describe the optical
modes such that
Clat = ACpade +BCE1 + CCE2 (5.5)
where, similar to NGO, CE is given by equation 4.4 and A+B+C=7. Results
of this analysis for the parent compound are illustrated in Figure 5.6 where
the Pade´ fit was extrapolated back to 2 K. The fit values obtained ΘD = 346
K, TE1 = 279 K, and TE2 = 808 K compare favourably to results from NGO,
found in Chapter 4, where ΘD = 344 K, TE1 = 491 K, and TE2 = 826 K. The
Debye temperature determined here is smaller than the value obtained by
Lashleyet al (ΘD = 444 K) [7]. This is possibly from differences in analysis
technique. It is noteworthy that the specific heat analysis used here yields
a value for magnetic entropy which is much closer to the theoretical value
when compared to the value resulting from ΘD = 444 K (see Figure 5.9).
This procedure was repeated for GeCo2−xMgxO4 (x=0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.30,
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Figure 5.7: Magnetic specific heat of GeCo2−xMgxO4 (x=0.05, 0.10, 0.15,
0.30, 0.45).
0.45) to obtain the magnetic heat capacity by subtracting the contribution
from Clat. An illustration of the results is found in Figure 5.7. The parent
compound undergoes a magnetic transition characterized by ferromagnetic
order within similar planes and AFM order between similar planes, all of
which occurs simultaneously. [5] This simultaneity may arise due to stronger
inter-planar coupling in CGO compared to NGO. [37] The effect of magnetic
dilution on these simultaneous transitions to an LRO state appears to retain
this feature,that is, the transition is not split into two separate transitions
with increased dilution. As Mg2+ concentration is increased, the peak oc-
curs at lower temperatures and broadens which is an indication of a shift
to short ranged order. In addition, a distinct maximum is observed until
x = 0.15 (7.5 %) which suggests that the ordered state in CGO is more
robust to dilution than NGO which loses its well defined maximum at ap-
proximately x = 0.05 (2.5 %). Another noticeable feature is a shoulder above
the magnetic transition from approximately 30 K to 80 K that is present for
all samples measured. One possible explanation for this are the spin wave
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excitations which have a gap of 38 K. If this interpretation is correct, it would
indicate that the spin wave gap exists for materials with 22 % of magnetic
ions removed.
Figure 5.8: Magnetic entropy vs Temperature of GeCo2−xMgxO4 (x=0.05,
0.10, 0.15, 0.30, 0.45).
It is clear from Figure 5.7 that the magnetic specific heat peak broadens
and reduces in temperature. Physically, this results from slow destruction
of the LRO state due to the random placement of non-magnetic Mg2+ ions
which perturbs the magnetic exchange network. A quantitative measure of







To compare diluted samples with one another, the entropy change per mole
of Co2+, referenced from T = 3 K, was calculated and is displayed in Figure
5.8. The following three features are immediately apparent, namely, there
exists a crossover temperature for all samples, secondly, diluted samples have
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a greater magnetic entropy increase below the cross-over temperature, and
thirdly, all samples have a maximum magnetic entropy change at approx-
imately 75 K. The theoretical magnetic entropy should have a value given
by 2R ln(2J + 1) where J = 1/2 in CGO. This gives an expected value of
11.53 J/molCGOK which compares favourably with the calculated value of
9.25 J/molCGOK at T = 78 K (80 % of the expected magnetic entropy).
Furthermore, in the parent compound 4.30 J/molCGOK (46 %) is recovered
below TN . This is in contrast to the results of Lashley et al where only 58.3
% is recovered between 2 and 75 K. [7]
Figure 5.9: Magnetic entropy versus Co2+ concentration for GeCo2−xMgxO4.
The red line is a guide for the eye.
To better observe the effects of magnetic dilution on the maximum mag-
netic entropy change, a plot of ∆S with respect to Co2+ concentration is found
in Figure 5.9. The parent CGO compound exhibits a ∆S of 4.6 J/molCoK
with a steady decrease to a minimum value of 4.11 at a Mg2+ concentration
of 6%. The value of ∆S matches the value for the parent material at an
estimated dilution level of 18 % which is near the concentration where a well
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defined maximum in Cmag qualitatively disappears at x= 0.30 (15 %). This
is, as will be argued below, the concentration at which spin glass behaviour
emerges.
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5.1.4 AC Magnetization
To further probe the nature of the low temperature magnetic state of moder-
ately diluted compounds, AC susceptibility measurements were completed.
In section 5.1.3, with increased dilution, the magnetic specific heat became
highly broadened and lost its distinct maxima. The DC susceptibility in
section 5.1.2 suggests the onset of spin glass freezing due to the presence of
relaxation time scales. The shift to a spin glass low temperature state can be
determined by analysing the AC susceptibility for signatures of spin freezing,
specifically, a sudden jump in the imaginary component χ
′′
, a cusp in the real
component χ
′
, and frequency dependence in the freezing temperature Tf . [17]
Figure 5.10: AC susceptibility data for several diluted values of
GeCo2−xMgxO4 taken at 1000 Hz. The top graph is the real component
χ
′
, the bottom is the imaginary component.
The AC magnetic susceptibility data for GeCo2−xMgxO4 (x = 0.30 to
1.2) is illustrated in Figure 5.10. The first two characteristics of a spin glass
freezing transition are immediately present, namely, a jump in χ
′′
from a
zero to non-zero value and a corresponding symmetric cusp in χ
′
. In addi-
tion, there is an observed frequency dependence on the freezing temperature.
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This behaviour, combined with broad features in the magnetic heat capacity,
indicate that GeCo2−xMgxO4 has a spin glass low temperature state when x
≥ 0.30.
Figure 5.11: Plot of Frequency dependence of spin glass freezing temperature
of GeCo2−xMgxO4.
The frequency dependence of Tf can be quantified to compare the spin
glass state to the related compound GeNi2−xMgxO4 which, as described
above, exhibits SG behaviour when x ≥ 0.30 (see section 4.1.4). Using equa-
tion 2.8, the values of σ(x), where x is Mg2+ stoichiometry, are found to be
the following: 0.0077, 0.0087, 0.011, 0.013, 0.016, 0.022 for x = 0.30, 0.45,
0.60, 0.80, 1.0, and 1.2, respectively. These values indicate an increasing
trend that grows with higher dilution and are larger than the σ(x) values
obtained for diluted NGO. A greater frequency dependence (larger σ(x)) has
been shown to be indicative of strong spin interactions. [17, 70] Stronger spin
interactions are expected for CGO, compared to NGO, as a possible explana-
tion for simultaneous ordering of kagome´ and triangular planes. [7, 37] The
frequency dependence can also be fit to the power law expression given in
equation 2.11 to determine the characteristic relaxation time τ∗ and the prod-
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Table 5.1: Summary of spin glass data for GeCo2−xMgxO4
Dilution (%) zν τ∗(10
−13s) Tf (K)
22.5 8.2 ± 0.3 4 ± 3 11.99
30 8.56 ± 0.09 17.0± 4 11.45
40 8.18 ± 0.07 130 ± 20 11.06
50 8.08 ± 0.05 1020 ± 90 10.24
60 8.1 ± 0.2 17000 ± 500 8.71
uct of the dynamic and correlation length critical exponents zν. This fit is
shown in Figure 5.11 and the results are summarized in Table 5.1. The values
for the critical exponent product zν appear to be concentration independent
and lie in the range 6 - 12 found for several SG systems. [55, 87] Contrasting
this is τ∗ which has a strong dilution dependence that increases with Mg
2+
concentration. For canonical spin glasses, the value of τ∗ is approximately
10−12 to 10−14. [88, 56] For cluster glasses, where groups of weakly interact-
ing large spin clusters flip, the value is larger.[51] Due to the large increase
in relaxation time τ∗ from 4×10
−13 to 1.7×10−9, CGO appears to transition
from a canonical spin glass to a cluster glass with increased Mg2+ dilution.
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5.1.5 Pressure Effects
As described in the introduction, GeCo2O4 undergoes two structural distor-
tions, firstly, at the AFM ordering temperature there is a small change in
cubic cell volume, and secondly, at T=16K there is structural transition from
cubic to tetragonal. The cubic-tetragonal transition results in a simultaneous
increase in lattice parameter c and decrease in lattice parameter a, resulting
in an overall reduction of unit cell volume by approximately 0.01 %. [43]
The magnetic susceptibility for several applied pressures was measured over
a temperature range of T = 15 K to 25 K. The results are illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.12. Regarding the structural transition at 16 K, there was no anomaly
detected at any of the applied pressures. There is a measured increase in
TN which may be explained by the subtle decrease in cubic unit cell volume
at ambient pressures during magnetic ordering. One can view the applied
pressure reducing the unit cell size possibly making AFM more energetically
favourable to occur at slightly higher temperatures.
Figure 5.12: Plot of Ne´el temperature dependence of GeCo2O4 due to the
effects of quasi-hydrostatic pressure. The solid line is a guide for the eye.
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This pressure response is contrasted to NGO where there is a decrease
in both ordering temperatures. In addition, the response in NGO is linear
while the effects are highly non-linear in CGO. These differences are unex-
pected as magneto-restriction occurs in both materials at their respective
ordering temperatures. The difference in pressure response may be due to
magneto-dielectric coupling, which is distinct in CGO, that occurs at TN . [43]
Dielectric measurements by Barton et al have found a sharp drop in dielec-
tric constant at Tn that is field dependent. Careful analysis of the dielectric
constant suggests that coupling to an optical phonon mode at 303 cm−1 may
be responsible for this behaviour. The pressure effects on this mode, which
is intricately connected to the magnetism in CGO, may be the root of the
difference in pressure response between CGO and NGO.
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5.2 Discussion
Compiling all of the transition temperature measurements from AC and DC
susceptibility data allows the construction of the proposed dilution phase
diagram given in Figure 5.13. The demarcation line from an AFM to spin
glass low temperature state is set at x = 0.30 due to the onset of a non-zero
jump in the imaginary AC susceptibility χ
′′
. However, it was not possible
to determine accurate freezing temperatures, by calculation of maxima in
χ
′
or minima in dχ
′′
/dT as done in the other SG samples, due to how sub-
tle the features were. In addition, the magnetic heat capacity peak has a
broad maxima occurring at approximately 17.0 K; nearly 3 K higher than
the AC susceptibility feature. This differential is a common characteris-
tic in spin glasses [16, 10] and is further evidence for the glassy nature of
GeCo1.7Mg0.3O4. This behaviour, combined with its small features, suggests
that the onset of SG behaviour occurs approximately at x=0.30. In the re-
mainder of this section the Ne´el and SG regions will be discussed in greater
detail.
5.2.1 Low Dilution (x < 0.30)
The effects of magnetic dilution on the layered magnetic ground state of
GeCo2O4 appear to evolve in a well defined linear fashion. To estimate the
percolation threshold, the steady decrease in TN with respect to dilution
parameter x was extrapolated to xc = 1.10. Using the same methodol-
ogy described in 4.2.1, the critical percolation threshold was estimated at
pc = 0.45. This value compares favourably to the theoretical values give
in Table 2.1 such as the B-site Spinel (pc = 0.39) and pyrochlore slab (pc
= 0.50). However, because CGO has a large exchange network of up to
J4, it is surprising that an experimental threshold of 0.448 is obtained. In-
creasing the number of neighbours (connectivity) decreases the percolation
threshold. [47] Despite this, pc for diluted CGO bares striking resemblance to
ZnCr2−2xGa2xO4, which has a percolation threshold of approximately 0.50,
when extrapolated in the same fashion as described above. [89] However, a
more fruitful comparison to CGO can be drawn from diluted NGO, both of
whose parent compounds share an identical ordered magnetic state.
In NGO, magnetic dilution produces anomalous percolation thresholds
that are extremely high given its dimensionality and connectivity. This is not
the case in diluted CGO in spite of their respective parent compounds sharing
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Figure 5.13: Proposed phase diagram of GeCo2−xMgxO4 (N = Ne´el order, SG
= spin glass, P = paramagnetic). The dashed line is a linear extrapolation
to to determine the percolation threshold. The solid blue line is a guide for
the eyes.
many similarities. For example, besides exhibiting the same magnetic ground
state, the exchange network of up to J4 exists in both systems (although
CGO has an additional FM direct exchange term). [5] In addition, both
materials undergo a slight unit cell shrinkage at their respective ordering
temperatures. [43]
The simultaneous ordering behaviour of the kagome´ and triangular planes
appears to remain in diluted CGO samples. That is, there is no evidence
in any of the bulk probes used to indicate that the ordering of kagome´ and
triangular planes becomes decoupled with increasing Mg concentrations. If it
did occur, there would be some observable anomaly at a separate temperature
that would indicate this shift. This is an interesting feature in light of the
similarities to NGO, which does have separate planar ordering temperatures
that are exacerbated by the effects of dilution.
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5.2.2 Spin Glass (0.30 ≤ x ≤ 1.20)
Similar to the related compound NGO, the spin glass state of CGO devel-
ops without glassiness occurring on distinct planes at distinct temperatures.
However, given that CGO maintains the simultaneous ordering of kagome´
and triangular planes, it is not very surprising. One feature that is rather
striking is the transition from a canonical spin glass with τ∗ = 4 × 10
−13 s
(approximately the spin-flip time of single atomic moment [88]) to a cluster
glass with τ∗ = 1.7× 10
−9 s. [51, 56] A possible explanation for this effect is
that as spin glass form of CGO is further diluted, the magnetic network be-
comes more fractured. As a result, there is a greater number of unconnected
clusters of spins that are weakly coupled. The effect of this would be that
the fluctuating entities become larger and larger groups of spins (clusters)
which would result in a larger τ∗. Large values of this size are observed in
systems of nano-sized amorphous Fe2O3 which behave like a spin glass of
small weakly interacting clusters. [56]
Figure 5.14: Linear fit to low temperature Specific heat of spin glass
GeCo2−xMgxO4 (x=0.30, 0.45).
Furthermore, upon closer inspection of the low temperature behaviour
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of the magnetic heat capacity for CGO in the spin glass regime, there is
a clear proportionality to T2. The data and linear fits for GeCo2−xMgxO4
(x=0.30, 0.45) are given in Figure 5.14. This is highly unusual for spin glass
compounds as Cmag ∼ T is understood as canonical behaviour. [16] Other
systems also have been found to exhibit T2 behaviour in the low tempera-
ture magnetic heat capacity, such as Ni2−xMgxGeO4, deuteronium jarosite
(D3O)Fe3(SO4)2(OD)6 [78], and SCGO(x). [33] For the latter two, it has been
shown that the quadratic magnetic heat capacity stems from a 2 dimensional
character of the spin glass.
5.3 Conclusion
The effects of magnetic dilution and applied pressure on GeCo2−xMgxO4 are
studied by measuring the DC magnetization, specific heat, and AC suscep-
tibility for samples with x = 0 to 1.2. The goal of this work was to better
understand how perturbations are manifested on the long distance exchange
network of CGO. Furthermore, due to the similarities described above with
GeNi2−xMgxO4 which exhibits 2 distinct magnetic transitions and anomalous
percolation properties, CGO acts as a form of ”control” to compare to. The
results indicate that diluted CGO has two low temperature ground states,
namely, AFM ordered (x < 0.30) and spin glass (0.30 ≤ x ≤ 1.20).
In the low dilution regime, there is a steady decrease in ordering tem-
perature with increased non-magnetic Mg2+ concentration. Extrapolating
the percolation threshold for the system yields pc = 0.448, which is higher
than expected for a 3 dimensional system with exchange interactions up to
J4. However, this value is far more reasonable than the values obtained for
diluted NGO. Due to the similarities between the two systems, it is possible
that the anomalous percolation threshold values for NGO stem from the cou-
pling of kagome´ and triangular networks that order independently in NGO. In
this respect, CGO acts as a control for structure, the exchange network size
and magnetic ground state as they are common to both systems. Further-
more, bulk probe measurements indicate that CGO in this dilution range
maintains the simultaneous ordering of the kagome´ and triangular planes.
This is an interesting result considering that in NGO under increasing dilu-
tion, it appears that the triangular planes quickly became disordered while
the kagome´ planes slowly evolve into a spin glass.
For dilution levels greater or equal to 0.30, CGO behaves as a spin glass.
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There is no bulk probe evidence for two distinct glass phases that correspond
to the kagome´ network or triangular network. Analysis of the frequency de-
pendence of the SG freezing temperature indicates a possible dilution driven
transition from a canonical to cluster spin glass. Evidence for this behaviour
lies in the systematic increase τ∗ from 7 × 10
−13 to 1.7 × 10−9. These time
scales are characteristic of single atomic moment flips, and spin clusters in
nanosized Fe2O3, respectively. [56] Lastly, low temperature magnetic specific
heat data is proportional to T 2 which is characteristic of 2D spin glass sys-
tems. Therefore, it suggests that there is a shift from from a 3 dimensional
LRO state to 2 dimensional spin glass state which is driven by the quenched
disorder of random non-magnetic Mg2+ placement.





In NiAl2O4 (NAO) the Ni
2+ ions reside in the diamond type sub-lattice that
is associated with the A-sites in the spinel structure (see Figure 1.2b). In
this arrangement, the Ni2+ ions are in tetrahedral coordination with the
surrounding O2− anions. This crystal field environment, coupled with spin-
orbit interactions, split the degenerate 3d levels which yields a low lying S=1
level. [90] The Al3+ ions that reside on the B-sites only have a diamagnetic
contribution to the total magnetism of the compound. Low temperature
DC susceptibility results for NiAl2O4 are illustrated in Figure 6.1. Before
any analysis was undertaken, the diamagnetic and temperature independent
paramagnetism (TIP) was accounted for. An estimate for the diamagnetic
susceptibility was obtained by adding the individual Ni2+, Al3+, and O2−
ion contributions found in Selwood. [91] This resulted in a value of χdia =
6.4× 10−5 cm3mol−1NAO. The TIP contribution was calculated using equation
4.1 where ∆ is the energy splitting between the lowest electronic level and first
excited level. [63] A value of 8.0×10−4 cm3mol−1NAO was estimated using ∆ =
5,000 cm−1. With these contributions subtracted, the standard Curie-Weiss
analysis could be performed on the inverse susceptibility. The linear fit of
χ−1 was restricted to the temperature range above 100 K due to substantial
non-linearities below this temperature. Results from inverse susceptibility
analysis yield a Curie-Weiss temperature of 22.5± 0.9 K and Curie constant
C = 1.340 ± 0.003 (cm3mol−1NAOK
−1). Close inspection of low temperature
susceptibility data suggests spin glass freezing behaviour occurring at Tf=
5.19 K, with an irreversible cusp in the ZFC mode as shown in Figure 6.2.
The frustration parameter [9] for NAO is calculated to be f = 4.3 which is
larger than GeNi2O4. [7]
Upon magnetic dilution of the Ni2+ with Mg2+ ions, there is a steady
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Figure 6.1: Molar magnetic susceptibility of NiAl2O4 in ZFC and FC mode.
decrease in the spin glass freezing temperature. Above x = 0.375, the freez-
ing temperature is outside experimentally accessible temperatures (2.0 K).
Linear extrapolation of the data yields a x = 0.66 for a freezing temperature
of 0 K.
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Figure 6.2: Inverse magnetic susceptibility of NiAl2O4. Linear fit is con-
strained to temperatures above 100 K as non-linearities occur below this
value.
6.1.2 Specific Heat
To better understand the low temperature magnetic state, the heat capacity
of Ni1−xMgxAl2O4 (x = 0, 0.125) was measured. Just as in CGO and NGO,
the total heat capacity can be decomposed into constituent contributions.
Since NAO is an insulating oxide, the heat capacity from the conduction
electrons is negligible and can be ignored. In addition, there are no hyper-
fine or crystal electric field state contributions. This stems from excited CEF
levels being inaccessible at these temperature levels. Therefore, only the lat-
tice and magnetic make a significant contribution to the specific heat. Thus,
the analysis is the same as in Chapter 4 for NGO. The lattice contribution
was modelled using equation 4.3 which contains a Debye term and two Ein-
stein terms. Due to the broad anomaly at low temperatures, it is difficult to
properly determine the Debye term using the low temperature T3 form. To
remedy this, the Pade´ approximant method was employed to determine the
acoustic phonon contribution. This method allows one to fit a temperature
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range which has negligible magnetic contributions (above 100 K). [69] The
heat capacity data and resulting fit are illustrated in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Specific heat of NiAl2O4. The Pade´ fit is constrained to the high
temperature region of 100 K < T < 300 K.
The fit values obtained are θD = 331 ± 6 K, TE1 = 519 ± 4 K, TE2 =
894 ± 4 K for the Debye and Einstein temperatures, respectively. These val-
ues are comparable to other aluminate spinel compounds that have recently
been studied. [29, 25] A summary of the results are given in table 6.2. The
magnetic contributions can now be easily found and are displayed, for x =
0 and 0.125, in Figure 6.4. Both exhibit the same linear low temperature
behaviour that is expected for canonical type spin glasses. [17, 10]
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Figure 6.4: Magnetic specific heat contributions of NiAl2O4 (x = 0, 0.125).
The low temperature linear fit establishes a linear relationship in Cmag .
6.1.3 AC Magnetization
To further characterize the low temperature magnetic data, one can probe
the dynamics of the system through AC susceptibility measurements. AC
data was taken for all samples, however, for x = 0.5 no transition is observed
for experimentally accessible temperatures. The results are illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.5 and indicate the onset of spin glass behaviour. Specifically, there is a
cusp in the real component χ
′
and a sudden jump in the imaginary compo-
nent χ
′′
. The temperature at which these occur, has an observed frequency
dependence. To compare this behaviour with other spin glass systems, the
δ for each sample was calculated using equation 2.8. The values obtained
for δ(x) are 0.0077, 0.0087, 0.011, 0.013 for x = 0, 0.125, 0.25, and 0.375,
respectively. The parent, and samples with low levels of dilution (x = 0 to
x = 0.25) have δ values that are characteristic of canonical type spin glasses
with values ≈ 0.002. [57, 92] In materials with higher Mg2+ dilution, the fre-
quency dependence increases to levels found in cluster spin glasses. In this
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Figure 6.5: AC Susceptibility data for Ni1−xMgxAl2O4 (x =
0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375).
regime, the magnetic state is characterized by a collection of weakly interact-
ing spin clusters and are interpreted as an intermediary between canonical
glasses and superparamagnetism. [92, 51] This shift in δ was also observed
in GeCo2−xMgxO4 and is discussed in Chapter 5. Similarly, these results
suggest a shift from canonical to cluster glass behaviour due to the effects
of random dilution. In the low dilution regime the magnetic network is still
well connected and gives rise to canonical behaviour. At increased dilution
levels, the network of magnetic Ni2+ sites becomes fractured and develops a
system of weakly interacting clusters.
The frequency dependence can also be modelled using the power law
found in equation 2.11. This is a more general result compared to the Ar-
rhenius or Volger-Fulcher-Tamman forms, which have a more limited range
of applicability. [55] The results of this analysis are illustrated in Figure
6.6 and summarized in Table 6.5. The values obtained for zν and τ∗ ap-
pear to be nearly uniform across all samples and average to 10.0 ± 0.5 and
4.6×10−13, respectively. Both of these parameters fall within range of results
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Table 6.1: Summary of AC data on Ni1−xMgxAl2O4 samples.
Dilution (x) zν τ∗(10
−13s) Tf δ
0 10.0 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.3 5.19 0.0077
0.125 9.3 ± 0.3 13 ± 4 4.24 0.0087
0.25 10.6 ± 0.2 1.6± 0.02 3.26 0.011
0.375 10.1 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.3 2.43 0.013
from canonical spin glasses. [55]
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Figure 6.6: Power law fit to frequency dependence of the freezing tempera-
tures in Ni1−xMgxAl2O4.
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Table 6.2: Comparrisson of data for NiAl2O4 and several aluminate spinel
compounds.
Parameter NiAl2O4 CoAl2O4 FeAl2O4 MnAl2O4
Tf 5.19 9.8 12.5 40.5
ΘD 331 301 310 312
TE1 519 530 563 522
TE2 894 886 860 1092
f 4.3 22 11 3.6
peff 3.274 4.65 5.32 5.75
geff 2.31 2.40 2.17 1.94
ΘCW 3.274 4.65 5.32 5.75
a 8.0486 8.1078 8.1572 8.2246
6.2 Discussion and Conclusion
A summary of data collected on NiAl2O4 with experimental data for CoAl2O4 [29,
25], FeAl2O4 [29], and MnAl2O4 [29] is found in Table 6.2. The Debye and
Einstein temperature results for NAO are similar to the other materials listed.
The effective g-factor of 2.31 in NAO is close to the spin only value of 2. De-
viation from this value is also found in GeNi2O4 where geff = 2.34 and may
stem from incomplete quenching of orbital angular momentum in Ni2+. [7] It
is interesting to note that NAO (f = 4.3), with no obvious triangular motifs,
is more frustrated than NGO (f = 1.3).
The change in magnetic entropy S(T )−S(T = 2.8) was determined from
the magnetic specific heat and has a value of 5.9 J/MolNAOK. This is only
65 % of the total entropy expected for a system with S(T = 0) = 0. The
remaining entropy and any zero-point entropy likely exist below 2.7 K which,
unfortunately is outside experimental limits.
The true nature of the low temperature magnetic states of the alumi-
nate compounds found in table 6.2 have been the subject of recent research.
Specifically, the spin glass transition originally reported for CoAl2O4 by Tris-
tan et al. has been suggested to be caused by site disorder due to small
amounts of inversion of Co2+ and Al3+ ions. [25] Careful synthesis techniques
produced CoAl2O4 samples with low levels of inversion and resulted in an
antiferromagnetic transition at 9.8 K. [25] This synthesis procedure was also
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completed on NAO, but did not result in a change in any of the physical
properties. However, since this defect is so prevalent in all of the related
aluminate spinels, and it destroys long range order in CoAl2O4, it is possible
that defect free NAO has an AFM ground state.
Lastly, magnetic dilution of NAO does not have an appreciable effect on
all of the quantities derived from specific heat and magnetic susceptibility
data except for freezing temperature Tf and δ. The trend of increased δ values
at great dilution levels, which is often used to estimate the relative interaction
strength [51] between the SG building blocks (spins or clusters), suggests
cluster glass development. However, analysis of the dynamic susceptibility
yields a characteristic time τ∗ ∼ 10
−13 that is the same order of magnitude
of single atomic moments. [88] It remains unclear why evidence for cluster
glass and canonical behaviour exist simultaneously in Ni0.625Mg0.375Al2O4.
Further work on the aging behaviour of diluted NAO may help answer this
question and determine the nature of the spin glass state.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this work, the effects of magnetic dilution and applied pressure on the
magnetic networks found in GeNi2O4, GeCo2O4, and NiAl2O4 are studied.
This is undertaken to better understand how the disorder, that is caused
by random dilution, affects each sub-lattice that comprises the spinel-type
structure. All three compounds crystallize in a spinel structure (AB2O4)
which can be decomposed into two inter-penetrating sub-lattices. The A
site sub-lattice has a diamond structure and the B sites form a structure
found in pyrochlore sub-lattices. Motivation for this thesis stems from the
unique low temperature magnetic state of GeNi2O4. In this compound, the
kagome´ and triangular planes order distinctly at TN1 = 12.06 and TN2 =
11.54 Kelvin, respectively. To generate this magnetic state, a long distance
exchange network with strong J4 interactions has been suggested. In light of
the distinct magnetic ground state and long distance exchange network, the
effects of dilution and applied pressure were studied.
The substitution of non-magnetic Mg2+ ions, in place of Ni2+ (S=1),
in GeNi2O4 quickly destroys the long range order in the triangular planes
when x = 0.03 (98.5 % Ni). Disorder in the kagome´ planes quickly follows
at dilution levels of x = 0.05 (97.5 % Ni). The percolation threshold for
both sub-lattices are estimated to be pc1 = 0.74± 0.04 and pc2 = 0.65 ± 0.5
for the triangular and kagome´ planes, respectively. These values are much
larger than expected for the respective stacked planes. Effects from geometric
frustration should not be significant as NGO has a low frustration parameter
(f = 1.3). Also, there are no structural transitions which could result in an
increase in pc. A possible explanation is that the crystographically distinct
kagome´ and triangular planes act as coupled networks often termed a network
of networks (NoNs). NoNs comprised of couple square lattices have been
theoretically shown to be very susceptible to disorder caused by dilution.
This occurs because failures of sites (dilution) on individual networks cascade
through the entire system due to internetwork coupling. In diluted NGO, this
could be interpreted as the magnetic disorder due to Mg2+ ions in one planar
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type causing disorder in the other.
At higher dilution levels in GeNi2−xMgxO4 (NMGO(x)), of x = 0.30
and greater, the system behaves as a spin glass. Magnetic relaxation and
AC susceptibility data indicate that it has a canonical type of behaviour.
However, low temperature magnetic heat capacity yields a T 2 dependence
which suggests a 2 dimensional character. Therefore, in addition to the
extreme fragility of NGO, the system appears to transition from a 3D to a
2D system.
In an attempt to isolate the effects of having two distinct ordering temper-
atures, a suitable magnetic system was required as a comparison. GeCo2O4
(CGO) was chosen at it shares the same magnetic ground state, and con-
tains a similar exchange network to NGO. However, but both triangular and
kagome´ planes order simultaneously in CGO. In this material, the ordered
AFM state is much more robust against dilution with an estimated perco-
lation threshold of pc = 0.448. This result is similar in size to many two
dimensional lattices. NGO and CGO share many features such as ground
state and exchange network, but differ in the simultaneity of their associ-
ated planar ordering events. One may argue that this result strengthens the
interpretation of an NoN behaviour in NGO.
In addition, further dilution at or above 15% in CGO results in a spin
glass state. However, unlike NGO, dynamic susceptibility results suggest a
shift from canonical to cluster glass behaviour. Lastly, magnetic heat capac-
ity data exhibit a T 2 dependency which indicates a possible 2D behaviour.
Thus, the only substantive way the spin glass states differ for CMGO(x) and
NMGO(x), aside from freezing temperature, is the cluster glass behaviour of
CGO. This may arise due to the stronger spin coupling that is required in
CGO for simultaneous ordering of kagome´ and triangular planes.
Lastly, dilution of the A-site sub-lattice was investigated with Ni1−xMgxAl2O4
(NMAO(x)). Susceptibility results yield a spin glass state for all dilution lev-
els in the range (x = 0 to 0.5). The linear dependence in the magnetic specific
heat capacity results for NMAO(x) is an example of canonical spin glass be-
haviour. However, this state, found in the parent compound, may be caused
by the site inversion problems that plague the aluminate spinels. This issue
was highlighted, for example, in CoAl2O4 where early experiments indicated
a spin glass phase. Later, with careful synthesis that minimizes the inversion
of Ni2+ with Al3+ ions, an AFM long range ordered state was found. There-
fore, the spin glass low temperature state of NiAl2O4 may be caused by site
inversion and may not be intrinsic to the system.
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7.1 Future Work
To further test the possibility of an NoN effect in the solid state, one can look
for other materials which contain distinct magnetic networks. Specifically,
systems that contain more than one ordering event that occur in distinct
regions of the material. A possible candidate for this is GeMn2O4.
In GeMn2O4, which has an olivine structure, there are three distinct
magnetic phase transitions and it is believed that they contain two magnetic
sub-systems. [93] By diluting the Mn2 sites with Mg2+ and monitoring the
magnetic transition temperatures, one can determine the robustness of each
ordered phase, and possibly their percolation thresholds.
Lastly, the magnetic low temperature structure of NGO can be probed
by not only affecting magnetic sites, but also by affecting the bonds between
them. This aggressive perturbation could be achieved through the replace-
ment of Ni2+ ions in NGO with Li1+. To retain the electric balance, the oxy-
gen stoichiometry must be adjusted (GeNi2−xLixO4−σ) and would perturb
the Ni-O-Ni superexchange pathways. Through this, one can now determine
the effects of bond and site dilution on the ordered magnetic structures found
in NGO.




To achieve adequate thermal coupling of the sample to the platform a small
amount of apiezon N grease was used. One accounts for this contribution
to the overall measured value by first measuring the platform and grease
heat capacity which is stored as an addenda. Once the sample is affixed
to the grease on the platform, the total heat capacity is measured and the
addenda value is subtracted automatically by the PPMS software. Figure
A.1 illustrates the addenda measurement for GeNi2O4 in the range of 2 to
180 K.
Figure A.1: Addenda measurement for GeNi2O4 in the temperature range of
2 to 180 K.
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A.2 Characteristic Measurement Times
The PPMS heat capacity option utilizes a two tau method to determine the
sample heat capacity. In all measurements the heating and cooling time con-
stants, τ1 and τ2, were determine by the system automatically. For reference
purposes, a plot of the heating time constant is plotted in Figure A.2.
Figure A.2: Plot of heating characteristic time τ1 for GeNi2O4.
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